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Introduction. 
These notes co'-er several interrelated topics in the dynamics of general 
relathity. The main thrust is to present informally the Hamiltonian approach 
of Dirac [1,2) and of Arnow-itt, Deser and Misner [3] in a neW" W"ay and to in-
vestiga.te the results W"hich can be obtained from this approach. WOe "Wl'ite the 
e.olution equations in the compact Hamiltonian form 
c (g) 0 *(N) c.i. ::r = Jo[DtP(g, n)] X ' 
where 
J=( 0 1), 
-I ~ o} 
},. = lapse function, X = shift vector field, g = 3-metric on a space like hyper-
Surface, :r = conjugate momentum and tP(g, n) = (Jt'(g, n),J(g, n») = 0 are 
the constraint equations. This form of the equations is useful in understanding 
the Hamiltonian structure of the evolution equations, their relationship to the 
linearized constraint equations, recent splittings of Moncrief [4] and the space 
of true gra>itational degrees of freedom. 
Consideration of the map DtP(g, n)·, the LI-adjoint of the derivative of (/) 
at (g, ;or), first arose in the authors' investigations of linearization stability of 
Einstein's equations [5, 6], i.e. in the validity of first-order perturbation 
analysis. This and Monctief's beautiful contributions [4, 7] are presented in 
sect. 5 and 6. 
The presence of the matrix J in the equations and indeed their Hamiltonian 
(.) ThiB research was partially supported by the National Science Foundation of the 
United States, the Science Research Council of the enited Kingdom. and the Department 
of Applied :!tIathematics and Theoretical Physics of Cambridge University. 
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natw'(' suggests that the machinery of symplectic geometry be used. We show 
how the various splittings (e.g., Deser's [8] transverse-traceless decomposition 
and lIoncrief's generalization [4]) ca.n all be obtained by using a uni.ersal con-
struction on symplectic geometry, and ho'" this construction gives insight 
into the space of graYitational degrees of fl'eedom (see [9-14]). 
This paper is a preliminary ,"ersion of a more extensive work in preparation. 
We thank Prof. J. EHLERS for the invitation and opportunity to present a more 
current version of our work than is presently a.ailable, and for his many pene-
trating comments. Some of the material here was also presented at the D~part­
ment de lIecanique, Universite de Paris, in lIay and June 1915. We thank 
Prof. Y. CHOQl.:'ET-BRUHAT for her arrangements and many helpful com-
ments, and .J. lI. ARMS whose lecture notes and comments were of great 
assistance. 
'Ve also acknowledge the yaluable comments of P. D'EATII, G. GIBBO:iS, 
S. HAWK1:iG, K. KuCHAi, V. MONCRIEF, R. SACHS, A. TAUB and A. \YElxsTEIX, 
and the hospitality of Cambridge University for support during part of the 
preparation of this work. 
1. - Soholev spaces and decomposition theorems. 
We shall take the general point of view of considering geometric objects 
such as the Ricci tensor Ric (g) of a Riemannian metric g as functions defined 
on the space of all Riemannian metrics ,,/1. Variational derivatives of these 
objects can be computed by using differential calculus on these function spaces. 
Thus, befOl'e beginning geometrodynamies, it is useful to recall the basic 
function spaces and some of their key properties, which we shall need. 
Let D be an open bounded region of Rn with smooth boundary. For any C"" 
function f from R" to Rm, we define the W"p(D, Rm) norm of f to be 
where D" is the total derh'ath'e of f of order IX and II jlLpcDI denotes the usual 
Lp norm on [}: 
, " ( f ( jPd )I/P 
"g, LplQ) = 9 x) x . 
D 
By definition, WI,p(D, Rno) is the completion of (J'D(D, Roo) (= restrictions of 
Ceo functions on Rn to .0) with respect to this norm. 
Note: 
1) \Ye consider f E Ceo on R" rather than just on D because we wish to 
haT"e differentia.bility on the boundary. 
(~ 
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2) We shall shorten W',P('o, Rm} and similar expressions to W·," when 
there is little chance of confusion. 
For a compact manifold M with no boundary and a vector bundle E 
over N, W',"(E) shall denote the space of all sections of E that are of cla.ss W',II 
in some (and hence every) covering of M by charts. For real-valued functions 
we shall just write W·,,1, but for other tensor bundles we shall make up special 
notatious for W·,p(E) (see below). 
In case p = 2 the spaces W"P are denoted H'. In this case, and only in 
this case, do we get Hilbert spaces. 
The spaces H' (not W,," in general) are the basic spaces for existence 
tbeorr for nonlinear hyperbolic equations. As we shall see, general relativity 
has equations of this type. For elliptic equations it is useful to allow p to 
be general. 
The Soboley spaces hlwe the following properties (sce, for example, [15,16] 
or [17] for proofs): 
1) Sobolev embeddhlg: If B> nip + k, where n is the dimension of N, 
then the inclusion of W·," into Ot is a continuous, and in fact compact, embed-
ding. The latter fact is called Rellich's theorem; this theorem also tells us 
that W',l' is compactly included in W·',,1 if B > 8'. 
2) Multiplication: If 8> nIp and 0<<<<8, then any pointwise bilinear 
map (I • ~ induces a multiplication W·," x W-'P~ W-." which is continu-
ous and hence 0"'. 
3) Oomposition: If the function 1 satisfies either of the conditions below, 
then the map W·'''~ W',"; 9 ~ gol is all, k>O. The conditions are 
a) 1 is O·H" or 
b) f is a diffeomorphism and is of class W·+t,,1, where 8> nIp + 1. 
Now suppose we have two vector bundles E and F, over the same 
mauifold M, and a linear differential operator D of order k, 
D: cr'(E) _ cr'(F) . 
A linear differential operator of order k is a map such that, for gh-en 
charts on E and F (and hence for alI charts), the operator takes the form 
D= ! a",(x)D«, where DS= a'''''/a~· ... ax:- is a partial derivative on the model 
~~ n 
space for M, 01: = (01:1' ... , 01:,,), 1«1 = I«i, and a .. (a;) is a linear function from 
'-1 
the model space for the fiber E., to the model space for the fiber F., over :c EM. 
We can regard D as a map between Sobolev spaces: 
~ 
\ 
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D has an L:-adjoint D'" defined by the equation 
that is, 
J <D/, g)iJ = J <I, D"g)iJ, 
JI JI 
where iJ is some preferred vol~me element such as that associated with a metric 
iJ(g) = v'det (g/l) d.r! ' .... /\ dxn, and (, > is an inner product on the fib<.>rs. This 
structure is not neede(l if one uses spaces of tensor densities, e.g., if D maps 
.ector fields to 2-co,-ariant densities, D* would map 2-contra.ariant tensor 
fields to I-form densities. These adjoints are called «natural adjoints J) and 
will be discussed later. 
In llractice, one ('omlmtes D* by integration by parts, and in fact this leads 
to the proof that. D* exists and yields a local formula for it [15]. 
Definitiolls. An operator iF; elliptic if it has inje(·tiYe (principal) symbol. For 
('ach x in M and for each ~ E T; .M = the fiber of the cotangent bundle, the 
symbol af(D) is 1\ linear map from the fiber E., to the fiber F z • In the expression 
of D in charts, at(D) is obtained by substituting the components of ~ E T!M 
for the corres})onding partial deriYatiYes in the terms involving the highest-
order deriYa.tiwll. Tbus for eacll eo-ordinat(' on F"" al(x) is a homogeneous 
k-th dewoee ]lol~'llomial in th(' eomponellt~ of~. For example, the s~'mbol of 
.. 
tIle OJ'dinary La})llwi:m P = ~ (c!/c.r;) is alP) = '~:::. 
}'or elliptil' o])<'ratorll we han' an important splitting theorem. 
Fredholm alteruatirc theorem. II either n or D$ i8 elliptic, then lr'·"(F) = 
= range D 6 ker D*, where the 8um ;8 an LI orthogonal direct 8um. 
The proof of the Fredholm alternati.e us<'s the elliptic estimate 
where 1 < q < 00, a.nd Rellich's theorem (W'·" is compactly included in W,',· 
for II > 8'), to show that an elliptic operator has a. finite-dimensiona.l kernel 
and a closed range. Th<' L: case, where 8 = 0 and p = 2, then foJlows immedi-
ately from th<.> defining equation for D*j the L2 orthogonal complement for ra.nge 
D is ker D*, because 
o = (DI, g>r.. = <I, D*g)r.
1 
for all f E W""(E) if and only if D*g = O. 
A regularity argument exten<ls the result from L: to W"P; see, for instance, [18] 
for proofs and [19] for extensions. 
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AppliccrtioJIS of the Sobolet· space propntie8. 
1) Su}>post' M is a compact manifold with no boundary. Let S;· .. be the 
set of symmetrie eovariant two-tensors of class W',I> and """,1> be the subst't 
of Rit>mannian metrics, i.e. the positive definite symmetric tensors of class W·,I'. 
W(' <'llOose H> "Ip so that, by the Sobolev embedding, W',Pc:Go and the set 
of Ri('mmmian metrics is open in S;''', Thus the fiber of the tangent bundle 
to J/'." will be the linear space S;'''. 
l'on~id('r tht> maps 
Ric :.-11"" _ S;-:'''; g.- Ric (g) , 
the R iC'('i tensor formed from 9 (in tensor notation gft J-+- R;;(g)), and 
R :Jf',I> _ W'-:,l>; g J-+- R(g) , 
tht' s('alal' cur,-ature of g. The map R will be smooth if Ric is smooth, for R 
is the ('ontractioll of Rie; symbolically, R(g) = g-1'Ric(g) = gilRij' Because 
diffl'rentiation is a. continuous linea.r map between the spaces involved, the 
smootlmf'l\II of Ric depends 011 tht' multiplications that occur in computing 
Rie (g). The second-order deri"'a.tiYes appear linearly with components of 9 
as coeffieit>nts, so, by the multiplication propel'ty for Sobol{';,- spaces, s> 1J/p 
suffice~ for the second-order terms. But tht> first-order deri"'atiYes apl)ear 
quadrati('aUy. so 8> nIp + 1 is necessary to make these maps ~. Thus 
Ric: JI""--, S;~'P and R: ..ll',p_ tr--!·P al'e ("" if 8 > nIp + 1. The deriya,-
th-es of tht'i;c maps arc giYcn by a calculation of Lichnerowicz [20) which we 
sll.,U study ):,t(>1". Sign cOllventions 011 the curyature ten~01" are an ("-er-
111'e8('nt problem. 'Ye follow the conyentions of [21]. 
:!) L('t 9-,1' = {'71'7 and '7-1 are dift'eomorpbisms of M of class Wo.,,}. 
If S> IIlp + 1, then f)-,p c: W"I' is open, so that 9-·1' is a ~ (Banach) manifold 
alltl tIl(> coml)ol>ition propertr for Sobo)e,- spaces implies that composition iii 
continuoull and !!t-,I' is a topolo¢cal gronp. 
3) The first step in the main decomposition theorems for !!-tenl>ors that 
w(' shall ~i"e later is the canonical decompositi011. 
Canonical decomposition. Given a fixed c= metJ';C 9 011 a compact ma~lifolcl J[, 
aJly symmetric 2-fensor h can be split int() tiro parts, 
u"Jwrtl h /t(l1l zero dirergence, 15(1,.) = - (~)/u = 0, X E :t', .. = W"p(l'JJ) (the 
W·· l ' ('ector tieldN), L.tU is the Lie derit'atit'e of g, (Lzg)u = XIII + Xlii (fj = co-
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variant derit'atit'e with respect to g) and the two pieces are La orthogonal and 
unique (so X is unique up to Killing vector fields). 
Proof. The proof is a straightforward application of the Fredholm altern 80-
tiyt> t.o tht> operator 
Tilt' s~·mbol of a~ is (te(a.): l~ 1'-'+ E ® V~ + V' ® E, where (VP), = g'J V' = l", is 
the <'o'·ariant form of Y. (tl(a.) is injectiYe, for, if E:¢: ° and ~ ® V' + V' ® E = 
= E. 1", + l",E1 = 0, then, by contraction, E' 1"i = 0, so E' E. V, + E' lriEI = 
= E'E, 1"1 = 0, so VJ = o. Thus a. is elliptic. (Note that since the proof of 
tht> Fredholm a.lternative theorem includes a proof that the kernel of an el-
liptic ollel'ator is finite dimensional, we ha,·e as a corollary the classical result 
that. the Killing yector fields are a finite-dimensional subset of .!"',I'.) Since 
(Lzg, 1I)L, = J (Xiii + XJj/)hi',u(g) = f (- :?X,hilu),u(g) = (X, 26h)L.' 
JI JI 
we get at; = :M, and the splitting h = h + Lxg therefore folloW's. 0 
TIl<' canonical splitting hus a natural geometric interpretation as shown 
in fig. 1. Consider the action of tilt> diffeomorphism group 91+1,1' on .A',I' for 
suitabl(' C'hoiC'es of 8, p, where a (liffeomorphiRm TJ acts on a metric by push-
Fig. 1. 
forward, i.e. by pull-back \;80 its inverse: g>-+- (1]-I)*g = 7]*g; thus 9 trans-
forms (I in the same direction ~ as the l)oint map I}. This is only a CO action, 
but the orbit of 9 is a smooth manifold [22]. 
The infiniteliimal generators of this group action at 9 are the symmetric 
two-tensors - Lzg, where .. ;r is a vector field of Sobole\" class W,+I,p. Thus 
the tensors - LzY are tangent to the orbit of 9 under this action. .Any tangent 
)"ector to .H',II at 9 is a symmetric two-tensor h that can be split in a part that 
is tangent to the orbit, Lzg for some X, and a part I: that is La-perpen-
dicular to the orbit {). in the sense that .r <~, Lzg)p.(g) = o. If we want to 
11 
consider the orbit space .,(("p/f7Z.+1,1J of "(1',11 by the action of 9,+1,1', 1 is an 
obvious candidate for a tangent vector to the orbit space. Metrics (1]-1)* 9 
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on the orbit of g are isometric to g and hence are geometrically equi'\"alent to g, 
so ~ represents infinitesimal directions of nonequivalent (i.e. nonisometric) 
geometric deformations. 
The splitting theorems of Deser, Barbance and York make a further decom-
position of l, as 'We shall see later. 
2. - The Hamiltonian structure of geometrodynamics. 
We shall begin by showing how the Arnowitt, Deser and Misner [3] 
Hamiltonian formulation of general relativity can be written in a compact 
form using the Ls-adjoint operators of the linearized constraints. Here we shall 
restrict ourselves to space-times with a compact spaceUke hypersurface. The 
lloncompact case is rather different, as indicated in [23]. 
Let r, be a 4-dimensional manifold with Lorentzian metric '''g wbich is 
oriented and time-oriented. Let M be a compact oriented 3-dimensional man-
ifold, and leti:M _ V, be an embedding of M such that the embedded 
manifold i(M) = r is spacelike; i.e. the pull-back i*(Wg) = g is a Riemannian 
metric on M. Let E""(M, VII Wg) denote the set of all such spacelike embed-
dings. As in [24], this is a smooth manifold. Let k denote the second funda-
mental form of the embedding, defined at m E M, for X, YET m M, by the 
usual formula 
where UlZ.:;oi(m) is the forward-pointing unit timelike normal to ~ at i(m). 
Thus kli = - Z':I' where ; denotes covariant differentiation using (4Ig. Co-
variant differentiation using g is denoted with a vertical bar. 
Let :t = n' ® Il(g) be a 2-contravariant tensor density, whose tensor part n' 
is defined by :t' = «tr k)g- k)', where # indicates the contravariant form 
of a covariant tensor with indices raised by gS = gil j similarly ~ denotes the 
covariant form of a contravariant tensor. In the Hamiltonian formulation 
of Arnowitt, Deser and Misner, k plays the role of a velocity variable and n 
is its canonical momentum in the DeWitt metric (see [25] for this latter inter-
pretation). Note that :to .... = :tADll d3 x. 
Now suppose we have a curve in E""(M, V" Wg), i.e. a cur,-e iJ. of spacelike 
embeddings of M into (V,, Wg). The l-derivatin of this curve defines a 
I-parameter family of Yector fields l'IX':;a on the embedded hypersurfaces by 
the equation 
(see fig. 2). The normal and tangential projections of wXr , define a curre of 
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functions N). = UlX.!.: M -+ R and ,"ector fields "I.X, = - XA:.Jl ~ T Jl on Jl 
by the equation 
I~ 
Fig,2. 
where UlZ~. is the forward-pointing unit timelike norma.l to ~).. If N). > 0, 
then the map 
F:I x M - r t ; 0., m) r-+ iA(m) 
is a difI(>omorphism of I x M onto a tubular neighborhood of io(JI) = ~o. 
if the interyal I = (- p, P) is chollen small enough. In this cas(> we call pit her 
the curre fA or the embedded spac(>like hypersW'faces ~A = iA(.M) a lllicillg of r&. 
The functions N). and the ,"ector fields X). are the lapse I'UJlCtiOJIH aud Rhi!t 
1'ector fields of ArnoW'itt, Deser and llisner [3] and Wheeler [26] (see fig. 2). 
We hayc changed the sign of the shift vector field for various reasons, but 
basically our conventions give a shift vector field X.l which generates a 
I-parameter family of difIeomorphisms IA: M - N, defined by 10 = id Jf' and 
d/.l/di. = X).ofl' such that the new family of embeddingR i;. = ilolA has z(>ro 
shift (and lapse it). = NAof.l)' To see this, note that 
di,t di.l f T' df;. (N «IZ ' f T' X f T' 't- I -d.=d~oA+ 'lA'-d.= At z.Ol}.)O).- l;'··AOA+ tA·.LA0;.= 
I". I. 
In the con,"ention of Arnowitt, Deser and :Millner [3], one has to consider the 
floW' of - X:::: to transform the shift away. As phrased in "'heeler's way 
(as in (21) eqs. (21)-(39) and p, 21-49), the II perpendicular connector ~ between 
two neighboring hypersurfaces has components 
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For « dynamiclLl ~ rl'aSOIlS for the change of sign of the shift vector field, 
see [25], I). 557. 
Our change in sign of the shift forces us to change the sign of the diver-
genee constraint (see below). This, however, gives an object which conforms 
with a certain universal tensor, constructed fol' genera.l field theories inde-
l)endentlr by Kt-CHAR [27] and FISCHER and lL\RSDEN [28]. For the scalar 
fit'1Il t,his tensor is -;rq- Vrp and for the electromagnetic field it is essentially 
E:-: B. In Kuchar's eonnntions, where the shift is that of ADM, his universal 
tt'11801' giws the negative of these objeets. 
Lsin~ F:l x.JI - l r, as a co-ordinate systE'm for a tubular neighborhoocl 
of ~~ in l",. co-ordinates (Xl), ; = 1,2,3, on J/, and (,r4) = (A., Xi), at = 0,1,2,3, 
as ('0-ordinn.t~8 011 I x M, we ca.n "Tite the pulled-back metric r "'g in co-
ordinatt's as 
wht>r(~ giJ = (gA)1! antI g;. = i! ("g. 
Let "I. be tht' curn' of second fundamental forms for the embedded hyper-
surfa.ces ~A = iJ,(M). and let :rA, be their associated canonical momenta. 
Th(' following thcor«.>m ('ontains the basic geometrodynamical equations 
due to Dm.\c [1, :!, 20] and to ARXOWITT, DESER and l\IISXER (see [3] and refer-
«'>1H't'S tlwl"ein). 
2.1. Tlwol'em. - Let the vacuum Eilllltei" jielll equations Ein (I&'g) = 0 hold 
011 I".. Then lor tlac], olle-parameter famil11 01 spacelike embedding8 {ill 01 Y" 
tM induced nletric,'t g}. and 11l0mtmtum :rl. 01/ l~ satisfy the 101l0toing equation8: 
ag ,- (. 1 t ') L ~ = :!.. :r) - - g( r:r ) - xg, 
C/. :! 
c:r '" R' ) R· ,T." ( , (erolutioll .. ( 1 ). 1 ( 1 ) eqllations) -:;-: = - ~. 1<' (g -;; (g) 9 p(g) + :) .. g- :r ':r -;; tr n)1 p(g)-(I. _ _ _ 
ami 
(col/strai)lt I £(g,:r) = (:r":r'-l(tr:r')2-R(g»p(g) = 0, 
equaiitmR) f(g, n) = - 2(c5g ;r) = 2:r/1J = 0 • 
Cont'crscly, if i). ill a slicing 01 (1-"" "'g) such that the abot'e evolution and 
collstraillt equati011s hold, then (l)g 8atisfies thr. (empty space) field equation8. 
Our notation in the theorl'm is as follows: (n' xn')H = (;r')fI:(;r')~I, 
:r' ':r' = (:r')iJ(:r')Ut Hess N = N li:l , AN = - gWKulI , and Lzn = (Lz;r')p(g) + 
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+ :t'(diY X)Il(g) is the Lie dcriyath'e of the tensor density :t = :t' Il. (note 
L:rll, = (diy X)Il(g»). The Rieri tensor Rl'r of Wg is denoted Rir (Ulg) and 
that of 9 br Ri(' (9). R(g) is the scalar cun-sture. We write Ein (g) = Ric (g) -
- !R(g)g, the Einstein tE.'nsor of g. 
A skE.'teh of the proof of theorem 2.1 is gh-en below. 
These t'Yolution and constraint equations are the same as those of Amowitt 
Delwl' and ~lil\ller ((3], equa.tioml (7-3.15)); recall that our shift and divergence 
con~traint art"' thE.' negatiyp of theirs, and that our;ot,.Yt' and; are tensor densities. 
ThE.' 1:! fil'~t-or(lel' eyolut,ion equation!! for (g, n) correspond to the six 
seeond-ol'dt"'l' pquatiol1s U1G'j = 0, while foul' of the other Einstein equations 
UIGOO = 0 and WGO i = 0 appellor as the constraint equations. i\Iore explidtly, 
in eo-ol'dinates determined by 1\ slicing ;4' UIZ,r has components ItIZ .. = (- N, 0). 
l( we defint"' the (e pE.'rpE.'ocliculal'-perpendicuhn ') and «perpendicular-parallel II 
l»'ojN'tion~ of th(' EinstE.'in tel1l1or b~' 
anl1 
tlwll 
£(g,:r) = - :? C~IG ~_ Il(g) 
and 
;(g, :r), = -:! "'tF, Il(g) • 
The eyolution equatiom of thifoi theorem arc well posed. The 1)1'00f of t,bis 
makes US(> of harmonic co-ordinates, i.e. a special choice of lapse and shift 
determin('cl iml)licit1~-. With the choice N = 1, X = 0, the equations are 
In this fOl'm thE.' equationfoi ILrl' not strictly hyperbolil' and the known ex-
istence tlu.'oremH do not n1>]>I~·. The use of harmonic co-ordinatt>s makes th£' 
4-dimf'nsionu,l field equations strictly hyperbolic, from which it follows that 
they arE.' wt'll posed, the result and proof of which is due to CHOQUET-
Bnl:HAT [30]. Thi!! can also bE.' ba.'E.'d [31] on the strictly hyperbolic systems 
of Leray, and FI~CHER and l\IARSDE:\ [32] trent the equations as a symmetric 
hyperboli(~ ftl'st-ordt'r system. The sharpest l'esu1ts, using H' spaces with the 
smallest. llOlIsible 8, are due to HUGHES, KATO and MARSDEN [33]. 
In til(' formulation of theorem 2.1, thE.' lapse and shift are re:rarded as 
freely spec·iftabh.'. III tht> 0 thin sandwieh J) formulation, one fE.'gards 9 and 9 
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as Cauchy data, expresses 1r: as a function of (g, N, X) and solves for N and X 
from the constraint equations 
-*'(g, 1r:(g, N, X») = 0 , 
f(g, 1r:(g, N, X») = o. 
Upon linearizing, it is easy to see that this is not an elliptic system, so, even 
if it is solvable, there will be some technic.'f"l problems; in particular, regularity 
must fail. Thus, the thin-sandwich formulation is rejected by most workers. 
For other difficulties with the thin-sandwich formulation, see [34]. 
It is important to recognize various combinations of terms in the .ADM 
evolution equations as Lie derivatives, and we have done so in the way theo-
rem 2.1 is written. It is also uReful to write the quadratic al~ebraic part of 
c:r/cl as 
This is the spray of the DeWitt metric, i.e. the terms in -*' quadratic in jt'; 
see below and [25]. Thus the terms in the evolution equation for n may be 
interpreted as fol1ows: 
c:r , __ , 
"'). = _, .'S~(:r, :r) -
c. • 
geodesi(' spray of the DeWitt metric, 
- S Ein (g)l: p(g) + fOI'('e term of the scalar c1lr\'ature potential, 
+ (Hess X + g~.N)lp(g) - « tilt" terlll due to nonl'onstnn('y of ~y , 
« shift I) term due to a nonzero shift. 
The evolution equation for g may be regarded as the defining equation for ::to 
We refer to [25, 35, 36] for more information. In this section, we shall be 
primarily concerned with the Hamiltonian structure of these equations. 
We consider again the space "'I of Riemannian metrics on M and the dif-
feomorphism group fl. For the compact case, we should use "'"." v,ith 8> nip, 
that is, Riemannian metries of a eertain Sobole,' class; the diJl'eomorphisms 
and other maps and tensors we use also should belong to appropriatl' Sob ole\" 
classes. Similarly, in the noncom pact case, the various tensors or dif-
feomorphisms should belong to the appropriate M: . ., spaces described in [23J. 
For ease of notation, however, we shall restrict ourselyes to the 0" case. 
Let T.A ~ JI x 8. denote the tangent bundle of .A, where 8! is the space of 
O'Z> 2-covariant symmetric tensor fields on M. Let s: denote the space of 0'" 
2-contravariant symmetric tensor densities on M. Define T* J/I'I::$ .A x s: = 
= {lg, 1r:)jg eJl, 1r: e~}. We shall think of T*jl as the « L.-cotangent bundle 
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to .,II Do For k E T,A ~ S" :t E 1';.,11 ~ S:, there is a natural pairing 
(n, k)L, = fnok. 
JI 
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Thus T* .,II as defined is a sub bundle of the (I true I) cotangent bundle. Since 
T* JI i~ open in 82 X S;, the tangent space of T* .,II at (g, n) e T* JI is 
T'M,(T*J/) ~8~xS:. 
We now show that T*J1 carries a natural symplectic structure in which 
the eyolution I.'qun.tions of the theorem are Hamiltonian. In order to include 
the lapse function and shift vector field into this scheme, it is necessary to de-
yelop the notion of a generalized Hamiltonian system. 
On T* .,II we define the globally constant symplectic structure 
.Q("m«ht, w.), (h" (2») = fWI'h1- wl'hs. 
JI 
Let 
be dl.'fined by 
so that 
Then 
We shall return to J shortly. 
Let 
()'" = ~(M; R) denote the smooth real-yalued functions on M, 
0; = smooth scalar densities on M t 
fl' = smooth vector fields on M 
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and 
.1~ = smooth I·form densities on Jt. 
Consider the functions 
.Te:P*JI- Or;: (g, n) t-+ .Te(g, x) = (:E' ';r' -I (trn')I- R(g»)p(g) • 
and 
(/) = (X, f) : p. JI --+ C: x A! j (g,;r) t-+ (£(g, ;r), f(g, :E») • 
At this point it is necessary to compute the derivates of .Te, f and (/) and 
t,beir L: adjoints. The results are collected in the following 
2.2. Proposition. - If we let (g,;r) E p.J(, (h, w) E P",:lI(P*J/) = Sf!. x 8; alld 
(N, X) E c= xfi', the derivatives of .Te,f, (/) (as defined above) 
D.Te(g, ;r) : 8, x S; - Or; , 
D.I(g, ;r) : 82 x S! - A! , 
D(/)(g,;r) :8: x 8; - Cd x..1!, 
and their natural adjoi1lts 
are given as follows: 
D.Te(g, ;r). : c= - S; X 8, , 
D.I(g, ;r). :~ --+ 8; X 8, , 
D(/)(g, ;r). : c= x fi' - 8; X 8, 
D.w'(g,;r)· (h, w) = - 8~(;r, n)' h + (Ein (g)' h- (88h + ~ tr h)) peg) + 
+ 2(;r')~ - ! (tr ;r')g)·w , 
D.Te(g, ;r)* N = (-N S~(;r, ;r) + [N Ein (g) - (Hess N + 9 il.N)]' peg) , 
2N(n')~-1(tr:r')g)) , 
D.I(g, ;r)'(h, w) = 2 (w/I; + hll:xkJU + ;r1'(h(JlI- 1hllll)) ' 
D.I(g, ;r)*. X = (L.rn, - LzU) , 
D(/)(g, ;r). (h, w) = (DJf'(g, ;r). (h, wI, D.I(g, n)' (h, w») 
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and 
DtP(g, :t)*. (S, X) = D-*'(g, :t) •. N + D/(g, n)·· X = 
= (- N S~(n, n) + [N Ein (g) - (Hess N + 9 llN»)' }J(g) + 
+ L.I.,n, 2N«n')~ - ! (t1'n')g) - Lxg) . 
Remark. We m'e of course indulging in some abuse of notation, mixing in-
Yariant and index notations. 'Ye shall often use indices when it saves expla-
nation an(1 is easier to see. 
PI'oof. To compute the derh'atiYe of -*', 
we use 
D-*'(g, n)' (h, w) = D.-*'(g, n)' h + D:a-*'(g, n)' w • 
One must be cautious here and take the partial derivatives of -*' as a function 
of :t and not n'. We do this by writing 
( 
1 - _~ 1 - ) 
-*'(g,:t) = _ ~ (v'det g:t' 'vdet gn') - :dv'detgtrn'): d 3x-R(g)}J(g). 
vdet 9 -
Then the partial deriYatiyes are given by 
D.-*'(g, n)·k = v':etg (2 (:tX:t-~ (tr:t)n)- ~ (n.n- ~ (tl' ;>t),)g )'h-
-v'det g( aah + A tr h- Ric (g) + ~ 9R(9»)"'l, 
where;,: X:t =;,:' xn'v'detg·y'detgd3.r and ;,:.;>t= :t'.;,:' y'detg·y'detgd3.r. In 
addition, 
D:a.JfP(g·;r)·w = _ / 2 - (n,(I) - ~ (tr ;>t)(tr W») = 2 (;':')~ - ~ (tr ;'tl)g).W , 
vdet 9 - -
so that 
D-*'(g, :t). (h, w) = - S~(n, :t). h + (Ein (g)' h) }J(g) -
- (aah + .6. tr h)ll(g) + !?( (:t')~ - 1 (tr n') g) . w . 
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III computing the partial derh-atives we have used the following expressions: 
and 
Dg",(g)' h = i (tr h)",(g) , 
D.(~/ 1 )'h=-~ _~trh, 
v det 9 - v det 9 
Dg(n'n)' h = 2(n xn)' h , 
Dg(trn)'h = Dg(g·n)·h = h'n 
D.,R(g)·h = L\trh + 88h- h·Ric(g). 
The last equa.tion is the classical "ariation formula for the scalar curvature; 
a convenient reference for these variation formulae is [20]. See also a.ppendix I. 
As usual, the L:-adjoint of D,*,(g,n)*:(O;')* ~ O"~(S,xS:)*= S:xs. 
is defined by 
f X DJf"(g, n)' (h, w) = f (DJf'(g, ;or) •• N, (11., w» , 
where the last inner product is the natural pa.iring between s: x S, and 8. x ~. 
A straightforward integration by' pa.rts of the - (8Sh + L\. tr 1&)",(g) term 
shows that 
DJt"(g, n)··N = 
= (-N8.,(n, n) + (NEin (g) - HessN - gL\N)'",(g), 2N(n')~ - i(trn')g)) • 
(We may integrate freely by parts since M is compact without boundary.) 
We now compute the derivative of 
i.e. the map 
D.f(g, n) : 81 x S; - A! . 
For (h, w) E S, X S:, we write, as above, 
Since .f(g, n) is linear in ;or, 
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The partial derivath"e Dgf(g, n)· A is computed as follows: 
Dg(n/.J} • h = D g(g,.nI:SII)· A = h,/:n·'11 + g,.D g(ntJ ,I + nll r~)· h = 
= 1£lln·JII + g,.nl
' 
Dg(r~)· h = 
= 1£,.n.tsu + g,tnSI! (1£.t1ll + ".till - 1£Jz'.t) = 
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= hi/::t.tJu+ nJ1h1lU - !:rllhm = - h,/:(b).t+ ;rJ'(hlJl,-lhslI')' 
wht're WE:' haye used the variational formula. for the Christoffel symbols 
Thus 
D/(g, ;r). (h, ('» = 2 (11.'/IJ + hll,nl'J'1 + n SI(h'lIl- IA'III») = 
= 2( - (8co)~ - 1£//:(8n)1: + nl'(AtII,-I AIIf,)) .. 
The adjoint map 
can be computed by integrating br parts, but it can be more easily computed 
as follows: note that for a.ll ",ector fields X E r, 
f X . .I(g,:r) = 2 fXi:r/ jj = - f:r·J(Xj/J + XJII> = - f(n, L...g) . 
II JI II JI 
Since the contraction X ./(g, :r) is natura.l, i.e. does not depend on the metric, 
D(J<X,f(9, :r») ·(h, co) = f (X, Df(g, n)·(A, co» =f (D/(g, n)*·X, (h, co», 
and so 
nf <X,/(g, :t»·(h, co) = - fD«n, Lzg» ·(h, (I) = -f (co, L;rg) -f (n, Lz") = 
= - f (co, Lzg/ + f (Lz:t, A) = f «Lzn, - Lzg), (A, co» • 
Thus 
D.I(g, n)·· X = (Lzn, - Lzg) E S! X S: . 
For the map tP = (.Jft',f):X*JI- 0: xA!, the derivative is clearly gh-en by 
DtP(g, n) = (D.Jft'(g, n), Df(g, n») :S, x S! - 0;' xA!. 
To compute the adjoint 
DtP(g, :t)*:0= x~ - s: xS" 
22 - &Rdiclnlti S.I.F . .. LXVII 
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nott> that, for all (ll, co) E 8 1 X S;, 
J«(h, w), DtP(g, ;t)·(N, X» = J (DtP(g, :r)' (h, w), (N, Xl) = 
= f (DJf'(g, :rl' (h, wI, N) + f (D/(g, :r)' (h, (0), X. -
= f «h, co), DJf'(g, :r)··N) + f «h, co), Df(y. ;t)'i'·X). 
So DC/J(g, :t)·(.N, X) = DJf'(g, :r).' N + D./(g, xl'-' X. Substitution of tb(' t>x-
pl'l'ssions obtl.ined for DJf'(g, :r). and Df(g, :r). completes thl' proof. [} 
It is important to note tlmt the L: adjoints we haye been computing are 
just the physicist's functional derjYatives. To see this, SUppOSl' 
§:T*"II-+ C: 
is a scalar density. Let F: T*"I{ -+ R, 
F(g,:r) = f .F(g, :r) • 
JI 
d1'(g,:ri' (h, (I) = f D.F(g, :r)' (h, w) = J<D§"(g, :t)* '1, (h, wI) = 
= f<D •. ?(g, :r)··I, h) + J<D:r§(g, :r)··1, (0) • 
In 1)hysicist's notation, h = ag, w = 8:r, tiP = 8F, 
and 
so that 
D:>.F(g, :r)*'1 = 8t, 
o:t 
(8§ 8.F) a§" = '890' 8n = (D".F(g, .il)*·1, D:r.F(g, n)*'I) = D$(g, :r)*'1 . 
If, for example, .F(g,.il) depends 011 at most se('ond deriyatiy('s of tilt' met-
ric, then 
= J (2".7·/, + cc, • .7·Z,h + Cc,t,.§·c;ajh = 
= J(C17 §"-C(aa,.$) + a,a/(cc,aJ.§»)·lI, 
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whi('h giYes the usual expr(>s!;ioll for the functional derivati'\"e, namelr 
Tilus tile adjoint is a cOllvenient way to write the functional deriYative, 
For a sealur fUlletion f: M - R, we also have 
as can e:\sily be chel'ke(l. 
In terms of the maps .Jf'(g, :r), ,1(g,:t) and t/J(g, :t), we have the following 
COIT('sllontlcnCE's with the physicist.'s notation and our adjoint notat,ion: 
( 8Jf'(g, :r) 8J1'(g, :r») (D - * D - *) D.o> )* 0: 8 8g , 8;-- = gon(g,:r) 'I, :Ion (g,:r) '1 = .n(g,:r 'le.:)"X I' 
( 8(SK(9, :r») 8(NJI'(gt :t») _ D _( )*, ,,. ~ , ~ - on gt:r ~" og o:r 
(~(:y :/(9, :r)2 8(X 'J(g, :r))) _ (0 tr( )*". D d( )* 'X) _ ~ , ~ - 11'; g,:r .~ , :I'; g,:t -og o:r 
= DJ(g, :t)*·X E S~X 8m 
allel 
(8~ (Sf + X -.I), 8: (X.Jf' + X '.1») = 
= (DI1(SJr' -+- X',1)*'1, D:t(.N'Jf" + .1."',1)*'1) = 
= D(N£' + X ',1)I)'l = D (Jf",,1)·(~)r·1 = (Dt/J(g, :r»)".(~)e S~ xSt , 
whert' t/J = (JI', .f). 
As is shown in [3], the evolution equations of thE'orem 2.1 are Hamilton's 
equ:,tionR with Hamiltonian NJI' + X ',1, i.e. 
og 8 
oi. = 8:r (N.JY' + X ',1) , 
o:r 8 ( ..... _ -1.. ,. if) C'). = - 8g ":' on , .. 1.',; • 
By using the symplectic RtructW'e on T*"/{ defined by 
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and the correspondence 
( 8 8 ) ,4'-) 8g (S.Jf' + X .J), 8:r (1,";e + X .J) = (ncp(g, ~»). 'lr ' 
the Hamiltonian equations above, i.e. those in theorem 2.1, can be written in 
a very compact form. 
2.3, Tlleorem, - The Einstein system, defined by the e'Volutio'n equations and 
cOl/straint eqllations of theorem 2.1 can be written as 
(evolution equations) ~ (!) = JO(Dcp(g,;r)) •. (~), 
(constraitlt equations) t1J(g,~) = (.]F(g, 7£),/(g, ~») = 0, 
1i'he1'C (X, X) a,'e the lapse function and shift vector field associatf.d trith the slicing, 
aud u'here DtIJ(g, :r).' (~) is given by prop08ition 2.2, 
Rema,'k. III this form of the evolution equations, the symplectic structure 
of the cotangent bundle enters explicitly. The principal interpretation of this 
theorem is that the e\'olution equations are generated by the adjoint DtIJ(g, ~). 
to the linearized constraints. We sha11 explore the consequences of writing 
tilt.' Einstein equations in this form in th£' sections to fo11o,,". 
Sketch 0/ prool 01 theorems 2.1 and 2.3. The Lagrangian density which gen-
erat£'8 tIl(' empty-space Einstein equations is 
whel'e 
A com}lUtational part of the proof, which we sha11 not do, is to show that 9"10'" 
can b£' written in t,he (3 + I)-dimensional form as (lIt.'<' [3], eq. (7-3.13), and [21], 
eq. (21-90») 
16~9"'.ID('I)g) = R(lllg) p«(t)g) = .N R«(t)g)p(g) d). = 
= (:r tl 1il - N .]F(g,:r)-X.f(9,:r»)di. + 
+ 2 ((:riSXI- ~.Ptr:r- (gradN)(P(9)t - ;i. tr:r) di .. 
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Here i). is a slicing of V" so that V, can be identified with I x M. Note 
that our n = ;r.'Il(g) = n'Vdetgd3x = :n'AJ)Ud3X contains the d*x term to com-
plete Vdetg to a yolume element, 'Whereas the :n'.uw does not. Similarly, the 
yolume element J.l(14'g) contains d'x = d3xdA, explaining the overall multi-
plicath-e facto1" d)'. ~.uso note that, although our shift X' = - N', our 
.f{g, n) = 2n/1l is also the negative of the ADM ~ = - 2n/IP so that the 
on'rall term X' J has the same sign. 
Set p = p. = 2(n iJXI- !Xitrn- (gradN)'J.l(g», a ,ector density on M; 
note- that Pi,i = Pili = dh- p. The action for gravity can be 'Written as 
:16:18 •• 0 .... (Wg) = 16:1 f 9',oom(Wg) = 
v. 
= f f (n.~-!£(g, n)-X·.!(g, n»)d). + f f(diVP-;), tr:t)d).. 
I» 1M 
Integrating the diy P term to zero 011 H, and dropping the total time deriva-
tive term (after changing the order of integration) 
as a constant that 'Will not enter into the .ariation of S.oom' 'We have 
Varying the action 'With respect to (4)g in the direction (alh which vanishes 
on {a} X M and {b} x M induces a variation of (g, n) in the direction (h, co), and 
(h, co) also vanishes on {a} X M and {b} X M. 
Thus, taking the extremum of the action for an arbitrary yariation (h, w) 
Yanishing on the end manifolds {a} X M and {b} X M gives 
0= 16ndS •• o .... (I&'g)·l()k = J J (co.~! + n.~~)d).-
1M 
-f f (Dr[J(9' n)'(h, co), (~))di. = J f(CO'~!-~;"h)d)'+ 
1M 1M 
+ (J (n.'th-·-f <n'h»)._)- f f (h, co), Dr[J{g, ;r.) •• (~)) di. = 
M JI 1M 
= f J (h, co), ((- ~;" ~~)-D(I){9' :l).,(~)))d)., 
IJt 
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where the term invoh-ing the total time derh-ative 
integrates to zero (in the A-variable) by virtue of the vanishing of h on the end 
manifolds. Since the variation (h, w) was arbitrary, we conclude that 
( o:r ag) (DA. )* (N) - ?I.' ?I. = 'P(g,:r). X ' 
so that 
(
-O;ot) lO~ 
J :iA = \~J = J. (D"'(g, n)*· (~) • 0 
Actually, the form of the Einstein equations as they appear in theorem 2.3 
can be extended to include field theories coupled to gravity. This extended 
form is at the basis of a covariant formulation of Hamiltonian systems [28,36]. 
For example, the canonica.l formula.tion of the covariant scalar wave equation 
Oep = mlep + F'(ep) on a space-time 17'. = I x M, (t'g in terms of a general 
lapse and shift is as follows: 
Consider the Hamiltonian 
for the scalar field (the background metric is considered as implicitly given 
for this example). We can construct a 2-covariant symmetric tensor densit~· 
.r obtained by varying .Jft'(ep, n .. ) with respect to g 
.r = - 2 D~(ep, n .. )*·1 
and a I-form density /(ep, n) from· the relationship 
f (X, /(cp, n .. l> = - f (;ot, Lzrp) , 
so that /(rp, n9') ---:. - ;ott' ·drp. This condition expresses / as the consen"ed quan-
tity for the co-ordinate in,-ariance group on M [25]. If we set f/J = (.Jft', /), 
then the Hamiltonian equations of motion for rp in a general slicing of the 
space-time with lapse N and shift X are 
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exactly as for general relathity. A computation shows that this system is 
equivalent to the covariant scalar wave equation given above. 
If we couplE.' the scalar field with gravity by regarding the scalar field as a 
source, the equation for the gravitational momentum an/a;. in theorems 2.1 
and 2.3 is alt~red by the addition of the rerm IN9'", and the equation for 
cg/?;' is unehanged. The constraint equations become 
lIore gE.'nerally, if one considers a total Hamiltonian Jt'T = K. ..... + -'F..lldl 
and a total Wliversal flux tensor J T = /' ..... + /""010' and if the nongravita-
tional fields are nonderivatively coupled to the gravitational fields, the general 
form oC thE.' equations 
~ C,:) = Jo(D4>T(g, 9'A' n, nA))$.(~), 
4>T(g, 9'.1., n, n.l.) = 0 
remains \·alid (see [28,36,37]). Here, 9'.1. reprE.'sents all nongravitational fields, 
:r'" their conjugate momenta, and tPT = (Jt'T' .1;). These results provide a 
unified covariant Hamiltonian formulation of general relathity coupled to 
other Lagrangian field theories and in fact allow the empty-space case to be 
extended formally to the nonderivative coupling case. KUCHAR [36J, in his 
series of papers, gives the other side of the coin by spelling out in detail the ca-
nonical formalism for covariant field theories initiated by DIRAC (see [29] a.nd 
the references therein). 
Fina))y, ,\\·e mention that the formalism of this section can be extended 
to the case where M is noncompact. This case has many technical problems 
but there is one basic difference: the fall-off rate for asymptotically flat metrics 
is not fast enough to allow integration by parts. This has led REGGE and 
TEITELBOIl[ [38] to conclude that the proper Hamiltonian actually generating 
the evolution equations contains an additional surface integral term correspond-
ing to the mass. Thus, in the asymptotically flat case, the mass can be inter-
preted as tht> «true. generator of the eyolution equations after the constraints 
4> = 0 art> imposed. These ideas are discussed further in [23J. 
3. - The constraint manifold. 
Let ~A" = (Cg,:t) E P*.A'IJt'(g, n) = o} denote the set of solutions of the 
Hamiltonian constraint and let ~,,= Hg, n) E P*J(I.I(g, :t) = 2:t/11 = o} de-
note the set of solutions of the divergence constraint. Thus fjf = ~ In fjf" c: T* .J[ 
is the constraint set for the Einstein system. 
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Two important facts about ~ Jf'n 'C, are that the constraints are main-
tained by the evolution equations for any choice of lapse f~ction and shift 
vector field, and that, generically, "'Jtfl 'C~ is a smooth 8ubmanifold of T*vll. 
From the space-time point of view, maintenance of the constraints is equiy-
alent to the contracted Bianchi identities, differential identities generatecl 
by the co.ariance of the field equations, as will be discussed below. Of course, 
this maintenance is necessary for the consistency of the eyolution and constraint 
equations. (Otherwise, a projection, or Lagrange multiplier, would be pres-
ent in the evolution equations.) 
The manifold nature of 'CJf'n 'C" while intrinsically of interest, is the key 
to understanding the linearization stability of the field equations, as we shall see. 
We begin by noting that the Hamiltonian and momentum functions are 
co.ariant with respect to the infinite-dimensional gauge group geM) of dif-
feomorphisms of M. That is, for any 1] E 9(M) and (g, n) E T*..II, 
and hence 
.JIf'('l* g, 1]*n) = 1]* .JIf'(g, n) , 
.f(1]*g,1]*n) = 1]*/(g, n) , 
tP(1]*g, 1]*n) = 1]*tP(g, n) • 
Here 'Y}* denotes the usual pull-back of tensors. 
If 111 is a curve in .!i}(M) with 110 = identity, and we define the vector 
field X by X = (d111/dA)ll-o, then differentiation of the above relations in ). 
at .it = 0 gh-es the infinitesimal yersion of coYaria.nce: 
and hence 
D.JIf'(g, n} . (LoIg, LoIn) = LoI{.JIf'(g, n}) , 
D.f(g, n)·(LzU, LoIn) = LoI(/(g, n» , 
The next theorem computes the rate of change of .JIf' and / along a solu-
tion of the evolution equations for a general lapse and shift. The infinitesimal 
coyariance accounts for the Lie deriYatiYes in the resulting formulae. 
3.1. Theorem. - For an arbitrary lapse N(l) and shift X(l), let (gO.), nell) 
be a solution of the Einstein evolution equations 
;;. (!) = Jo(DtP(g, n»)*.(~. 
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Then (£'(i.), J(A») = (£'(g(l), x(l»), f(g(l), x(l»)) satisfies the following system 
of equations: 
o£' + Lz£' + ~ div (NI J) = 0 o.:t N 
and 
0/. + Lz/ + (dN)£, = 0 • (]j. 
1/, for some Ao in the domain of existence of the solution, (g()'O), x()oo») = 
= (go. xo) e ttf ... n ~~ (i.e. tP(go, xo) = 0), then (g().), :T().») e ttf ... n ~~ for all J, 
for which the flow Brisls. 
Remark. Thus, if a solution of the eT'olution equations intersects ~ ... n ~6' 
it must lie whoUy within ~ ... n ~6' 
Proof. Using the infinitesimal cOT'ariance of £', we have 
2£'(g, :r) (Og o:r) D.m J (DtP »)'" (N) oi. = D£'(g, :r)' oJ.' 0;' = on (g, x)· 0 (g, n '..;r = 
= D.Yt'(g, n)·Jo[(D.Jt'(g, n»)*·N + D/(g, :r)* ·X] = 
= D.Jt'(g, :r) . JoDJt"(g, n)*' N + D£'(g, 7t). (- Lzg, -Lz:r) = 
= D.Jt'(g, x)'JoDJt"(g, x)··N -LzJF(g, 7t) = 
( 
(D:t.Jt'(g, :r»)"" N) 
= DJF(g, :r)' - Lz£'(g,:r) = 
- (D,.Jt'(g, :r»)*' N 
= D,JF(g, :r)' (Dnjf'(g, :r»"" X) -D:r.}f"(g, x)· (D,.}f"(g, :r»)*' N) - LzJF(g, :r) • 
Since .3t'(g, x) is algebraic in x, 
D:t.3t'(g, x) = o:rjf'(g, x) and (D:rJe"(g, n»)*·N = N clljf'(g, x) • 
From appendix I, 
and 
(D,Je"(g, 7t»)"'·N = N o,.3t'(g, r, x) - (gtlN + Hess N)",(g) . 
The first two terms in the expression for aJe"/a.:t are evaluated as follows: 
D,£,' «DII.3t')"'· N) -DII£,· «D,oW')· ·N)=D,.;t'· (No:r.3t')-on.3t'· «D,.3t')·· N)= 
= o,oW'(g, r, x), (Noll.3t') - (tl tr (NollJi") + 88(NolloW'»)p(g)-
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-C:aX·(SCg.JF(g, F,:f») + c:r.1f'·(gAX + Hess.iY),u(g) = 
= - (A t .. (Sc:rJr) + 88(No:rJf')),u(g) + c:rJf'·(gAN + Hess N)p(g) = 
= - 88(S(c:rJf'-gtrc:rJf'»),u(g) + Hess N· (o"Jf"-gtr o"Jf'),u(g) = 
1 
= - 88(2H:f) + Hess N· (2n) = - N 8(HI 8(2n») . 
In this ('al('ulation we haye used these subcall'ulations. Firstly, 
C:r£ = 2(:l')- !(tr:T')g) = - 2k, 
i!0 that 
C:r.JY - gtr (c:rJf"') = - 2(k - 9 tr k) = 2(n')~ • 
Se('ondly, 
88(Nn) = (.Y:lil)t.li = (Nlin;' + N:Tilli)li = Hlilj:TiI + Klini/II + (Nnilll)11 = 
= HessK'n + ~N(Hnijl/)li= HessN'n + ~8(N2(8n». 
ThUll we a.l'l'in· a.t 
The e"olution equation for .I(g, n) follows from infinitesimal covariance of 
(/)(g, n) as fo))0\\"8: 
Let Y E.¥ be any vector field on .M (independent of l). Then 
d f 1" tr f(Y d.1(g, :T») f(l" (ag On)) dA ( , .... (g,:r» = , --cu- - = , D.1(g, :r)' (l).' a). = 
= f (r,D.I(9,:t)'JO(D(/)(g,n»)*'(~)) = 
= f «D(/)(9,:t) 'J*o(D.1(g, :t»* ·1", (~)) = 
= - f (D(/)(9' :t)'Jo(D/(g, :t»)*. Y, (~)) = 
= f (nrJ>(g, n)·(LI·g, LI·n), (N, X}) = 
= f (LyrJ>(g, :t), (H, X» = 
(J* = -J) 
(chain rule) 
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= J.SLrJY'(Y,:c) + (X, L, . .1(g, :e» = 
= -J (L,S)£'- f <L,.X,.1) = (integration by parts) 
= - I Y(dN)Jf' + J (Lz Y,.1> = - J Y(dN)J!P - f (Y, Lz.f> • 
SincE' r iii al'bitrary, 
~{ + LzJ + (dN)Jf' = 0 . d/. 
Considering the e,·olution equations for (J!P(l), .fO.») as a linear first·order 
system of partial differential equations, we see that, if (Jt'(Ao),..f(Ao») starts 
out zero, then by uniqueness for such a system it must remain zero for the en· 
tire 1I0w. 0 
Remark8. 
1) An interesting feature of these equations is that the A-derivatives of N 
and X do not appear. 
2) In appendix II we shoW' that these equations are equivalent to Dirac's 
canonical commutation relations for general relativity. 
The following infinitesimal versions of 3.1 will be important in understand-
ing a.nd interpreting a splitting due to MONCRIEF [4] and in the construction 
leading to the space of gra\;tational degrees of freedom. 
3.2. Proposition. - Let (g,:c)e<if.lf'n<if". Then 
range Jo(D(f>(g, ;t»).ckerD(f>(g,;t) . 
Proof. Let (h, w) e range J o (D(f>(g, :e»). and (N, X) e (J» x~ be such that 
(h, w) = Jo(D(f>(g, :t»··(N, X). Let (N(A), X().») be an arbitrary lapse and 
shift such that (N(O), X(O» = (N, X). Let (gO.), ;teA»~ be the solution to the 
evolution equations with lapse and shift (N(l), X(A») and with initial data 
(g, :c) e <if Jf' n iif". Since (/)(g, x) = 0, by theorem 3.1, (/)(g(..t), x(..t») = 0 for 
all A for which the solution exists. Hence 
_ d ( (ag(l) aX().»)' o - d). tP(g(}.), :C()')}IA_O = D$(g(i.), x(A»)' a).' 2r }IA-O = 
= (DtP(9(}')' x()'»·J o (DtP(g().), :t(A}})*.I N(l»)" = 
\x().) 11).-0 
= DIP(g, :c) • JoD(f>(g, x) .(~) = D(f>(g, x)· (h, w). 
Hence (h, w) e ker D(f>(g, :t). 0 
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We now examine the manifold structure of the constraint set ~.W'n ~,. 
We introduce the following conditions on (g,:r) E T*.H: 
OJ(': if :r = 0, then g is not fiat; 
06 : if, for X EX(M), Lz9 = 0 and Lz:r = 0, then X = OJ 
Ct.: tr:r' is a constant on M. 
"-e consider tIle constraints one at a time; first, the Hamiltonian constraint. 
3.3. Proposition. - Let (g,:r) E rc:lf' satisfy condition O.lt'. Then rc JIf' i.v a 0'" 
8ubmanifold of T* vii in a neighborhood of (g, n) with tangent space 
Proof. Consider the map .J'l':T*.,II ~ 0:; (g, n) ~2(g, n). We shall show 
that, under condition 0 JIf" 
is surjectiye with splitting kernel so that Jf' is a submersion at (g, n). If we 
use Sobolev spaces and the implicit function theorem, and then pass to the 0"" 
case yia a regularity argument, it follows that <ifJlf'= 2-1(0) is a smooth sub-
manifold in a neighborhood of (g, n). 
From the elliptic theory (sect. I), it follows that D2(g, n) is surjective 
pronded that its L.-adjoint 
(D.J'l'(g, n»* N = 
= ((- NS,(n, n) + N Ein (g) - Hess N + gJiN)'p(g), 2N(nf)~ - !(trn')g») 
is injective and has injective symbol. 
The symbol of D2(g, n)* is 
u,(DJr'(g, :r)*) = ((- E® E + gll~li2);p(g), 0): 
:R ~ (T:M® T!M).nop(g).,(TzM® T",M):a) 
for ~ET!M. For sER, ,:;60, (- E®E + g!I~II:)8 = 0 implies, by taking the 
trace, 211EIl is = 0, so S = 0, so that the symbol is injective. Thus from the 
Fredholm alternative theorem (sect. 1) we have the L.-orthogonal splitting 
0: = range DK(g, n) @ (ker (DJr'(g, n)*») ® peg) . 
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Thus if ker D.Jf'(g, n)· = {O}, D.Jf'(g, n) is surjective. Any N E ker D.Jt'(g, n)· 
sa.tisfies 
a) -KS.(:r,:r) + (NEin(g)-HessN-g~N)'p(g) = 0, 
b) 2S(:r')- i(tr;t')g) = o. 
Tl,king the trace of bl gives N(tr ;t') = 0 and so from b) again Nn = O. 
Thus from a) 
c) X Ein (g) - Hess N -: g~N = O. 
From the trace of c) 
2LlN" + !R(g)N = O. 
However, from .Jf'(g,:r) = 0 and N:r = 0, it follows that NR(g) = O. Hence 
~N=O 
and so N = constant. 
If :r ,.=0, then N1'l = 0 implies N = 0, since N is constant. Thus D.Jt'(g,1'l)· 
is injective and hence D.1t'(g, nl is surjective. 
If :r = 0, then, from a), N Ein (g) = 0 implies N Ric (g) = O. Thus, if 
It :;i: 0, then Ric (g) = 0 and henee 9 is flat, since dim M = 3. But a :fla.t 9 
and :r = 0 is ruled out by condition C.It'. Henee N = 0, and again D.1t'(g, nl 
is surjectiw. 0 
Remark. If 9 = g, is fla.t and 1'l = 0, 
ker D.Jt"(g, :r). = {constant functions on M} = R. 
Next we illYestiga.te the divergence constraint. 
3.4. Proposition. - If (g, 1'l) E I\f" = {(g, n)I.I(g, 1'l) = o} c:::: T*A satisfies con-
dition Cd, then I\f" is a smooth submanifold of X*A in a neighborhood of (g,1'l) 
1cith tangent spaces 
T(II,:" ttf" = ker D.I(g, 1'l)* . 
Proof. The derivative of /(g, 1'l) and its adjoint were computed in sect. 2: 
D.I(g, :r)*. X = (Lz;t, - L;zg) • 
The symbol is injective (from its injectivity in the second component alone). 
The kernel of D/(g, :r)* is {XILzn = 0, Lzg = O}, so that injectivity of 
D.I(g, :oJ)* is exactly condition Col. 0 
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Remark. Tht' rl'gulal' points (g,;or) satisfying condition O~ ar(' just tho!;e 
(g, n) ha,"ing discrete isotropy group under the action of th(' cliiT('omorphi:>m 
group 9(.1l) IU'tinjl 011 T* JI ~ JI x B! by pull-back (see [6], 1). 258). 
To show that the intersection 'if = ~ Jt"n rtf" is a. 8ubmanifold of T* "/1, 
Wl' need a.dditional restl'il'tions because there may be points at whil'h the 
intersection is not trallsyersal. At this point it ill necessary to nssunw that 
(g,:t) satisfil's thl' condition tr:t' = const. 
3.5. Theorem. - Let (g,:t) E ttf Jt"n <if" satisfy the conditionR OJr. C" alld e". 
Then the constraint Ret ~ = ~ Jt'n 'if" is a 02> submani/old 01 T* .,II ill a "eigll-
borh{)od 01 (g,:t) witll ta1lgeJlt space 
T(~.:r) <if = kef DtP(g, :t) , 
where (/) = (K, f). 
Proof. Wl' want to show DtP(g,:t} = (DK(g, :t), Df(g, :t)) is surjl·('tiw for 
(g, :t) E'if and satisfying the gh"ell conditions. The adjoint 
D4>(g, :T)II< : 0'" x!J" - S; X S! , 
(X, X).- D4>(g, :T)*'(K, Xl = DJf'"(g, :t)~.~. + D.f(g, :t)"'X 
is gh"en in proposition 2.2. For E E T; Jll, E:#= 0, the symbol of this map, 
af(DtP(g, n)*), E E T; M, ma~' be shown to bl' injE'ctiYe, as aboY(' (IWI', how(',"I:')', 
remarks on '-31'ious types of ('lliptieity in [19]). ThUll it remains to show that. 
D4>(g, :T}. is inj('('tiYc. IJPt (N, X) E ker Dr[J(g, :r)*. Then from th(' formula 
for D(/)(g, :t}* w(' han' 
a) - X S,(:t,:t) + (X Ein (g) - (Hess X + g ~X))"l, + Ls:t = 0 
and 
b) 2N(n')- i(tl';or')g) - LzU = O. 
Taking thl' t.raec of tI) allil b), we get 
c) - ~. £(9, :t) + :!(~S)p~ - tl' L.T:t = 0 
and 
el) - N tr;or' + 28.X = O. 
Now 
trL.r:T = X'dtr:r-:t'LxU + (dh"X)(tr:r), 
~ 
\ 
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since 
(in co-ordinateK, (L.rn)" = Xk:tiJ,1: - :til'XI,i - nil; Xi,I: + X"'l:nll). 
Since K(g,:t) = 0, c) redul'es to 
6) 2{.1N)Jl(g)- (X·d tr:t- :t·Lzg + (div X)(trn») = O. 
Using b) and d) to eliminat<.> LIg and div X respectivl'l:r in e) gives 
f) 2(.:1X) - X· d tl':T' + :T'. Lzg - (div X)(tl' :T') = 
Since 
= 2.1X + 2X:T' .(:t')~-~ (tl' :l')g) + !" (tl' :t')(tl' :t') - X·d h':T' = 
V 
= :!.:1S + :!S:t":l'+ :, (tr:r')2-X·dtr:r'= 
.) ,\ ')loT , ')'" (' , 1 (t ')1) .,. d t ' 0 = -...\~, T -~, :T':T -4 r:t -.L· I':t = . 
P(:r', :"t ' ) ili,r:r' ':T' - ! (tl':T')t = (:t' - t (tr:"t')g)' (:t' - !(tr:t')g) , 
we note that the ('oefficient of N is posith'e definite. Thus, if tr:t' = const, 
f) becomes 
2.:1N + 2P(:t', :r')..\" = 0, 
whieh implies N = 0 unll's/! :t' = 0, ill whieh case X = const. In this eas(', 
from a), Eiu (g) = 0 and so Ri(' (g) = 0, i.e. 9 is flat sin('l' dim JI = 3. Howl'vel', 
the case (g,.O), where gT is fiat, is excluded by condition Cx ' Thus, :t' * 0 
and X = O. Then, by a) and b), Lzg = 0 and LIn = 0, whicb by condi-
tion C" implies X = O. Thus (N, X) = (0,0) anll so D«tJ(g, n)· is injecth-(', 
under l'onditions C.It', Cd and Cl •• 0 
Remark. That one must impost' the condition tr:t' = ('onst. to show 
that the intersection lI.It'n lid is a manifold is an annoying feature of the 
anl\lysis. One suspel'ts that under conditions CJIt' and C" alone tlU' system a) 
and b) is injective, The diffieult~' is that in the system, Sllo~' f) and b) for 
(X, X), th(' X·d tr:t' eoupling terms seemK to be sufficient to pr('vent 011e 
from showing uniqueness for this system. Till' results of )[oll<!rief, discussed 
in sect. 4, will shed light on this point. 
In the following paper it is shown that many space-times with compaet 
spac<>like hypersurfacl.'s that satisfy the weak energy condition Ric (/tIg) :> 0 
ha"e tr n' = constant hypersurfaces. Thus thes(' preferred hypersurfac('s will 
be the place to <!heck conditions C.It' and Cd' 
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In the following sections the abo'\'"e theorem will be the main tool in proving 
that generically the Einstein empty-space field equations are linearization stable. 
4. - The linearized Einstein system. 
Preparatory to studying linearization stability of the Einstein equations, 
'we study the linearized Einstein system 
.. 
where '.lgo is a solution of the (empty space) field equations, Ein (l&1go) = O. 
We shall consider these equations from both the space-time and dynamical 
points of new and then discuss some relationships between them. 
Gi'\'"en a space-time (V., "'g) let OL denote the Lichnerowicz Laplacian 
acting on symmetric two-tensors u'k E Ss(V,); in co-ordinates {or}, 
Let (D'tlk)"jI = - g'''h"jI;p;. be the usual d'Alembertian on two-tensors (note 
our sign con'\'"entions). 
We collect three useful variational formulae in the following 
4.1. Proposition. 
a) D Ric ('~'g) ·l&Ih = HOL"'k - IX"" 8"" '&lk - Hess tr (Wh)} = 
= !{OLltlh- lXt&I,8",,(u'h-!tr(I&Ih)C&lg)}, 
b) DR('~'g) ·l&Ih = 0 tr (l&Ih) + 8".,8"" Wh- I&Ih· Ric ('&lg) , 
c) D Ein (Wg) '(~'h = ! {OL ("h - IX"" 3(&), 'tlh - (3"" 3""l&Ih) "'g} + 
Here, as 'USual, 
+ !{(U'h'Ric("'g»),&Ig- R(Wg)U'Ji} • 
~",(I&'X) = L"'xU'g = X .. ;jI+ XjI; .. , 
8"., '4'h = - h!;jI' 
o tr'''h = - g2{Jh ...... : .. ;/l' 
and where "'h = I4Ih- i(tr l4lh)C4Ig, i.e. h"jI= h"jI- !1&" ... g .. ". 
These formula.e in the Riemannian case have already been alluded to in 
sect. 2 during consideration of D~. It is instructive to derive b) and c) from 
the more primith'e formula a). For the method to pro'\'"e a) and a direct proof 
of b), see appendix I. 
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Proof of a) => b). We suppress the superscript (41: 
DR(g) . A = D(g-l. Ric (g» • A = 
= D(g-l)'k ·Ric (g) + g-l'D Ric (g)·k = 
= - h·Ric (g) + 1 {g-l0Lh- «. 8"h- Hess (tr h)} = 
= - A· Ric {g} + 1 {O tr h + 28" 8"h + O(tr h)} = 
= O(tr h) + 8" 8"h- h·Ric (g) • 
Here we have used tr0Lh = 0 tr h. 
Proof of a)~ => 0). Since Ein (g) = Ric (g) - !R(g)g, 
D Ein (g)'h = D:Ric (g)'h-1(DR(g) ·h)g-lR(g)D(g)·h = 
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= I {OLh - (x" 8,,(A-1 (tr h)gn -1 {O tr h + 8" 8"h- h-Ric (gH g-IR(g)A = 
= ! {OLh-!gO tr h) - «. 8"k - (8" 8"h + !gO tr A)} + 
+ H[A'Ric{g)- 1 (trh).R(g)]g- [.R(g)h- i(trh}.R(g}g]} _ 
These are the corresponding five terms in the expression 0). 0 
If Ein (CC'g) = 0, then Ric (C"g) = 0 and R(IC'g) = 0, so c) becomes 
We shall now derive a useful second-order 'Variational formula due to 
T.um [39]. 
If, moreover, ((Ill. 8atisfies the linearized equations, D Ein «e'go)' ,elh = 0, then 
Proof. Let CC1g«(]) be a curve of Lorentz metrics, such that ("g(O) = Wgo 
and (ajO(]) "'g«(])/v-o = '''h. Now differentiate the contracted Bianchi identities 
(I) 
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"'ith respect to (! and set (! = 0: 
(2) 
Since Ein (Wgo) = 0, this gives the first result. 
For the second, differentiate (1) twice with respect to (! and set (! = 0: 
D=(8,",)" (Ulh, Wh)· Ein ("Ig) + 2 D(8",,) ·l4)h· (D Ein (lIIgo) .u'h) + 
+ 8"" (Dt Ein (Ulgo)("'h, Ulh) + 8'~1, (D Ein (Wgo) .Ulg~(O») = 0 . 
• • 
Using the first equation in 4.2 and the conditions Ein «IIg) = 0 and 
D Ein «IIg)' (I'k = 0, this gives the second result. 0 
The second-order result just obtained will be useful below in our discus-
sions of linearization stability. 
We next· discuss the II canonical!) decomposition 
where 8",/".4-! tr ('''.4) "'g) = 0, in the Lorentzian case. Such an (IlX must 
sa.tisfy 
~ (Wh - 1. tr ('"h) '4Ig) = 8 (L '''g- 1. tr (L Wg)UIg) = W, l! "', 'fix l! Ulx 
= 8 L '''g- d8 '"X = DWX - 2 Ric ('4'g) .wx . 
"I, w.\: "', 
A solution to this hyperbolic equation is determined by a sct of Cauchy da.ta. 
Not(' that solutions are not unique, and the decomposition is not uniquc, 
although it does exist. In fact '''.4 is nonunique up to terms L"lrl4lg, where 
"'}" is a solution to 
DUlY - 2 Ric (l4Ig) .wy = 0 
(or lUX is nOllunique UI) to such '" Y). The situation is to be contrasted with 
the Riemannian case where X is unique up to a Killing field. 
To nail wX down we shall single out spe('ial Cauchy data, namely zero. 
We summarize this discussion. 
4.3. Proposition. - Let (V4, "'g) be a 8pace-time with a Oauchy hypcraur-
face !"o. For wh e Sz(l".) there is a unique decomposition 
8uch that 
"'h = w.4 + L (&'g Wx 
i) 8m,(f4l.4- !tr(f4I.4)llIg) = 0 
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alld 
VW6 WX(,l.·o) = 0, where "'Z is the unit normal to 1:'0' 
For any diffeomorphism F:1r, _lr" we ha,-e the coyariauce property 
From this it follows (as earlier) that infinitesimal covariance hol(ls: 
Thus, if Eill (U'go) = 0, any gauge perturbation LttI/"g satisfies the linear-
ized equations. 
If we put this together with the aboye decomposition, the linearized field 
equations about 14lg for Wh - wit + L Wg become o - ((Ix 
where 
We now re(,3.11 the existellce and uniqueness theorems for the full nOlllinear 
and then th(> linearized Einstein equations; see [40] or [41). 
4.4. Theorem. - Fix a compact M and let (gO! no) E Ijf.lf' n ~c,. Then there i8 
a space-time W" "'go) and a 8pacelike embedding io: M - Y, 8uCh. that 
i) Ein (Wgo) = 0 , 
ii) the metric and CO'ujugate mome"tum induced on Eo = io(.M) is (gO! :To), 
iii) Wet Ulgo ) is maximal (i.e. cannot be properly a11d iBomebically embed-
ded in another space-time with properties i) and ii»). 
This 8pace-time We, Ulgo) is unique in the senS8 that, if lee hat'e another 
(V~, Wg;) ll:itk i)-iii) holdi,,!!, thete is a unique diffeomorphism F: r, _ V~ 
such that 
i) F·'4Ig~ = 1tI!!0 (i.e. F is an i8ometry) 
and 
ii) Foio = i~. 
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Remarks. The local existence and uniqueness is found in, e.g., [30, 32, 33], 
as "as mentioned earlier. The maximality part is due to CHOQUET-BRUBAT 
and GEROCH [40]. The uniquem-ss of F uses the fact that an isometry is de-
termint.'(\ b~' its action on a frame at a point. 
4.5. Theorem. - Let (V,Wgo) be a vacuum space-time, i.e. Ein «"gc) = 0 
icith a compact Oauchy surface 1:0 = io(M) and with induced metric and ca-
nonicalmomentum (gO! no) E <if Jl"n~". Let (ho, coo) E 8 2 X ~ satisfy the linear-
ized constraint equations, i.e. 
Then there exists an Who E 8.(V,) 8uch that 
and such that the linearized Oauchy data induced by Who on Io are (ho! coo). 
If I4lh~ is another such solution, there is a unique vector field "'X on V, 
Buch thai 
and "IX and its derivative vanish on Io. 
Remark. The linearized Cauchy data are defined in the same manner as 
the (g, n) are defined. In fact, if Wg(Q) is a curve of Lorentz metrics tangent 
to "'h at WgO! then 
(ho, coo) = e~~Q) Loo' a~~e) LJ, 
where (g(Q), 7t(~») are the induced Cauchy data from Wg(e). 
Theorem 4.5 is proved as follows: one begins by working iil the linearized 
harmonic gauge 8"1, Who = 0 for which the linearized equations are the hy-
perbolic equation 
For uniqueness, one notes that, if Ulho and "lh~ are two solutions, ('lho and UIA.~ 
both satisfy 0L"'h = 0 and have the same Cauchy data. The result then fol-
lows by using proposition 4.3. 
Now we consider the linearized equations from the dynamical point of 
view. Recall that, if d3:/d). = A(x) is a nonlinear differential equation, the 
linearized equations about a solution x().) are 
:~ = DA(x(~») .y. 
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These may be obtained by supposing there is a CUl'ye W(A, e) of exact solutions 
'With w{A, 0) = w(A) and (c/oe)w(A, (»/p-o = yeA) and differentiating ow/aA = A(x) 
in e and evaluating at () = O. 
The linearized Einstein dynamical system is obtained by the same pro-
cedure. Specifically, let Ein ("'go) = 0, (4)h e S,(f',), and let Wg(e) be a curre 
of exact solutions, Ein (Wg«(») = 0, with (Clg(O) = ("go and "'h = aWg(O)/oe, 
so that .elh satisfies the linearized equations D Ein (Wgo) .(elk = O. Let 
i). eEIJ)(M, V" "'g(e» be a fixed sliCing of V,; for e sufficiently small, il. will 
remain spacelike in the varying metrics !ClgC!!). By theorem 2.3, for each e, 
'We h:n'e 
(
Gg()., (») 
0). N(A, e) 
c;rO., e) = JoDf1>(g(A, e), :t(i., e»)*' flY ) 
- .~. - \x()., e) 
c). 
and 
f1>(g()., el, ;rCi., e») = 0 . 
The lapse and shift depend on () eyen though the slicing is fixed, because 
the decomposition of (t)X depends on the normal to 1: and hence on ."g(e). 
Also, g(A, 0) = g(A), ;rCA, 0) = ;r(l), N(A, 0) = NO.) and X(A,O) = X().), where 
(gCi.), :rCA» are induced on ~J. by Wgo and (KC)'), XCA» are the lapse-shift. de-
composition of (~IX{. in the metriC' ."go. 
Differentiating these equations with respe('t to (b interchanging e- and 
)'-derh-atiYeR, letting ~ = 0, and lettin~ 
h( 0) _ cgp., 0) I. - ~ , c.e (
0) b(i.,O) 
(I) I. = ae-
and 
U().) = aN~; 0) , qA) = ax~~ 0) 
give); tIle following: 
(linearized evolutions equations) 
[ (~T(A»)] (h()'») (UV.») = J oD D4>(g().), ;r(A»*' • + J oD4>(g().), ;r(A»*' , ;r().) w(l) rcA) 
(linea.rized constraint equations) Df1>(g(l), ;rCA)) . (h()'), ro(l) = 0 . 
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Remarks. Sinre J and the (natural) adjoint operator are linear and inde-
pendent of the metric, they contribute no terms. (Here is a computational all-
Yantag<' of natural ndjoints.) 
All in the full nonlinear case, one regards U(l), nA), the infinitesinllLl 
ya,l'iatiollil of the lapse and shift, as a.rbitra.ril~· specifiable (possibly zero). 
Then h(i.), w(i.) are determined by the lineariz('d evolution equations unli 
their YahI<' at ). = O. 
Th(' maintenance of the linearized ('onstraint equations in ). is gnarantl'ed 
by the Jinenrize(l eontrnl'ted Bianrhi identitil'lI (f!('(' theorem 4.2 amI what 
foUow!!). 
'Ye now discuss the relationship between wh and (11., w, U, n. Let a slicing 
b(' fixed, ghing co-ordinatej: {r'} and let Ulg(g), g(l, !l), :r(i., g), etl'. bt' as abon'. 
The following formulae are derived dirertlr: 
WZ., = (-X, 0), !lIZ" - .!. (1 "') 
-}." ,.1. , 
(1 hl' pl'l'pf'ndil'ular-perpl'ndil'ulal' projel'tion) , 
(the perpendi('u)al'-parallel projeetion) , 
(the parallel'IUlrallel projection) . 
For ~auge perturbations !till. = LWr "'g, if w(' let w Y = Y.L W Z - Ti 0 Yoblll , 
write out the Lie derivativE' in (,o-ordinates !lnd project, the formulal' ".L. 
atul II. ~: be('ome 
Y(L (~I) _,>(dr.L' L}' L ") <>1' 
- (~'r g.L.L -.. -d;.- ""t" ',\' J. - r,bifl" = - , 
"r V(L I~I) C "~III..L L 1" + '" 1 1" }" d ". l' 
.' Wr g.:.~ = -';-1." ; x ... 1It ., gr.\( .1. - J. ~I'a ..:., = , 
c. • 
W}J('l'(' rObin = - l",. Note the special case wI' = ("X; then we get. 
d.l l 
- l" , di. = 
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(KUCHAR [36, II] has general formulae for projecting the covariant derh'a-
tin' and henec the Lie deriYative; see his equations (2.5) and (2.6).) 
The next proposition details some of the relationships between the space-
time and dynamical equations for the linearized system. 
4.6. Theorem. - Let Ein (I')g) = 0 and 1:0 = io(M) be a spacelike kyper8ur-
face leith induced (go,~o)E~Jt'n'if". Let whoES:(Y,) and let (ho,wo) be the 
deformations of (gO! ~o)induced on 1:0 by ('1h. If 1411".:;. is a vector field on .1'0' 
wT.:;,= l·.!.wZ.:;.+ TiooY" thell 
If, moreorcr, Who satisfies the linearized equations 
then (ho , (1)0) sati8tie.'I the linearized cOllstraint equatiotls 
Proof. Let ItIg«(l) be a curn' of Lorentz metri{'s tangent to (4)ho at !! = O. 
For I.'ItC'h (ll "'e have the foUowing identity on .!'o: 
(3) - 2 Ein (14Ig(g»)(U1 l':,. 4Z.:;.(!!»)p(go) = 
= l' .!.(e)Jf'(g(Q), ~«(!») - rl(g) '/(g(e), ~(g)) 
(from the formulae 011 p. 331 aboye). 
DiffeJ'l.'ntia.ting this jdentit~· (3) with respeet to g and c\'aluating at (! = 0 
gh'es the differential identity 
Since Ein (I"go) = 0, .JF(g" ~o) = 0 a.nd f(go. :to) = 0, (4) reduees to the 
first desired conclusion: 
(5) 
- 2(D Ein (l4Igo) ,Wh) . (UI Y.:;., C41Z.:;.)p(go) = 
= «l",!.,- Y.),D4J(go,xo)·(ho,wo»' 
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If Ia'k is a solution to the linearized equations, D Ein ("'go)· "'ho = 0, 
then (5) becomes 
Since this is true for all wYz., 
Remark. Note that (3) in the proof is an identity in Lorentz geometry, 
i.e. it is true for all space-times whether or not they satisfy the empty-space 
field equations. This equation is one key for relating the space-time point of 
view to the dynamical point of view. 
Now let us consider infinitesimal deformations of vacuum space-times Wgo 
of the special form "'11. = Lt"," Wgo. Deformations of this type automatically 
satisfy the linearized equations 
D Em· ("'n). L Uln - L (Ein ("'n ») - 0 :fO 141r:f0 - 1"1" :fO - , 
as we have seen. 
Let Eo be a compact Cauchy hypersurface in reI and let (go, no) be the met-
ric and momentum induced on .Eo, (ho, roo) the deformations of (go, ;ro) on.Eo 
induced by wh = LtClr'''go and (Y.LI Y.) the tangential and normal compo-
nents of (elY on .Eo. These quantities are all related together quite simply. 
As has been shown by MONCRIEF [7], the relationllhip is simple, but the original 
proof involved a long computation. Here 'we gh-e a geometric proof based 
on the adjoint form of the evolution equations. The idea is to replace a de-
formation Wg«(» of (CIgo by a family of embeddings and then use the e"'\'"olution 
equations. 
4.7. Theorem. - On ret let Ein (Ulgo) = 0 and let Eo = io(M) be a com-
pact spaceUke hyper8urjace. Let wY be a vector field on V, with flow FA and lee 
iA = FAoio (for IAI small, thiB is a one-parameter family of spacelike embedding'). 
Let le'k = L"'r Wgo I (g().), ;rr(A») be the metric and momentum on EA = iA(M) 
and let (h(A), rotA») be the in/i1litesimal deformation of (g,;r) induced on IA 
by Wh. Then 
(h()'») ( Y.L(),) ) = JoD~(g(i.), :r().»)*. . 
rut)') Y'hIU(l) 
Proof. Consider the curve I"g(e) = F:I"go through Wgo with tangent 
(&'k = LlClrUiga. Let g(i., !?) and ;rr(l, e) denote the metric and canonica.l mo-
mentum induced on IA by Wg(e), so tha.t k(J.) = (og/Oe)(A, 0) and rotA) = 
= (on/ae)().,O). 
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Xow (g(A, e), :t(l, e») induced on £A. by Wg(e) is equal to the metric and 
canonical momentum induced on £",1 = FeoF},oio(M) by the space-time Wgo· 
For example, for the induced metrics, 
which is the metric induced on !:fI,A in the space-time Wgo' 
Now fix i. and consider the cur,'e of embeddings i(e, l) = FQoFAOiO! and 
note that its generator is 
Since this is now a I-parameter family of spacelike embeddings in the par-
ameter (} (for ~ sufficientl~' small), by the e,,"olution equations in adjoint 
form we get 
(
egO., e») 
oe Y.l()" e) ~ (. ) =JOD<1>(9(i.,e),:'l(i.,e))·'( ), 
C:l I., e - Y. (i., e) 
Cle 
where Y.!.(l, e) and 1", (l,!?) are the normal and tangential componf>nts of 
<uroi(e, l), respectiYeJy. 
E,-aluating at (! = 0 gi\'('s 
( 
h().}) ( Y.!.(A}) 
= J oD(I>(g(A), :r(l»·' . 
weAl - Y. (i.) 
o 
Remark. This result amounts to an integration of the linearized evolution 
equations in the special case that Wh = L"17 Wgo and C4J I" OiA is chosen as 
the generator of the I-parameter family of spacelike embeddings iA = FAOio, 
where FA is the flow of 141y. The lapse and shift for this family is (N, X) = 
= (Y.I. - YI ), so that 
(
og(A») 1~(i.) Y.I.().) N(A) ar 
( ) = J oD4>(g(J.), :t(J.»* ( ) = J oD<1>(g(}.), :'leA»~· ( ) = a (~) _ 
w(l) - Y. V.) X().):'l _. 
ai. 
4.8. Propoaition. - (h(}'), w().» in theorem 4.; satisfy the lineariz8d Ei,,-
atei" evolution equations. 
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P·roof. Rl'call t·h(' equations d Y ~/d). = U and d Y.buJd)' = V derived above. 
Hence difi'el'entiating 
(l'().») ( Y .L().) ) = J oDtP(g(i.), :r(i.»). (')().) l".blU(i.) 
with l'espt>('t to i. gin·s 
2l 
( 
c r lo(i.) ) 
+ J oDtP(g(i.), :r(i.»)* C y ob~I(J.) = 
CI. 
[ ( r, (i.»)] (h()'») (r(i.») = Jon D<t>(g(i.), :r(i.»)· , - _. +J oD<t>(g().), :teA»)· T ' 1 111111(1.) w().) 1 (A) 
showing t.hat (Il()'), w().») indl'ed does satisfy the linearized equations. 0 
'C':;ing th<> 1'I'sults of this ;;ection, wc no\\" 110 on to study linearization 8ta-
bHit.;r of the <>mpty-space field equations. 
5. - Linearization stability of the vacuum Einstein equations. 
Linearization stability concerns the validity of first-order perturba.tion 
thcory. TIlt· i(ll.'a is the following. Suppose we hal"e a di1ferentiable func-
tion F and points .To and Yo su<>h that F(xo) = Yo. A standard procedure for 
findinf! oth<>f solutions to the equation F(r) = Yo near Xo is to solye the linear-
ized equation DP(xo)·h = 0 and assert that x = xo+ eh is, for small (!, an 
al>}))'oximat(> solution to F(x) = Yo. Technically this assertion may be stated 
as follows: thel'(' exist;; a curn' of exn('t solution8 :r(el for small (! such that 
F(x(!!») = Yo. reO) = Xo and x'(O) = h. If this assertion is T'alid, we say that F 
i;; lillcai"i::a!iou stable at XO' It is (>asr to giYe examples in which the assertion 
ill false. For illlltane(', in 2 dimensions F(x1 , x~) = x~ + x: = 0 has no solu-
tions except (0, 0), althouA'h the linearized equation DF(O, 0)' h = o· h = 0 has 
many solutions. Thus it is a nonvacuous question whether an equation is 
linearization stable at some gh"en solution, or not. Intuitively, linearization 
stability means that first-order perturbation theory is T'alid near 3:0 and there 
art' no spuriouK directions of perturbation. 
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Th(' question of linearization stability is important for relo.ti"ity. In the 
lit('l'ahll'P it was often assumed that solutions to the linearized equations do in 
faC't apI)roximnte solutions to the exact equations. However, in [42], BRILL 
and DESER ll..,sertetl that for the flat three-torus, with zero extrinsic curvature, 
there art' !loilltions to the linearized constraint equations which are not ap-
l)l'oximated b~' a Cllr\-e of exaC't solutions. Tht'~- g-3.ve a secon<l-order per-
turbation :wA'ument to show tbat, subject to t.lu' condition tr 1l = 0, there 
al'e no other nearb~· solutions to tht' constraint equations, except essentiall~· 
t.ri\"ial mo(lifi('ations, even though tbere are man~· nont.rivial solutions to the 
liu£'arizl.'d t'qllations. Sin('c t))('I1, FISCHER and lIARSDE~ [6] ha'-e given a 
ri1!orous proof. It is analogouR to and is proved by techniques used in the 
following i.'101(1tio" theorem in g-eometry. 
5.1. Theorem. (FISCHER and )IARSDE::\ [19].) - If M is compact and gF is 
a filii mefrir Oll ~V, then there is a neighborl~ood lTup of gF in the space of meiries viI 
sllch t/lat all]1 metric g ill the lIeighborhood FgF u·ith R(g) > 0 is flat. 
The proof amounts to a "ersion of the Morlle lemma adapted to infinite-
dimensioll:~1 spa('C' witb special attention nee(ll~(l because of tht> co-ordinate 
inyariam't' of thE' scalar curyature map. 
The rel\u)tJO; 011 linearization stabilitr al'l.' duE', independently, to CHOQl.,·ET-
Bm.-JL\T anI} DEgER [43] fol' flat spaC'(' and to FISCHER and l\IARSDEN [5] for 
till' ~enera.l C'aF;(' of t>mpt~· spI,('e-times witb a ('ompact hypersurface. The 
methods USf>I) are rathe}' different. Later, O·)I'L'"RCHADHA and YORK [44] 
~ellPraliz('ll til(' Choquet-Bruhat and Deser method to tbe C'aRe of space-times 
with ll. ('omlulC't h~-pt>l'surfn('(" "-e comment 011 tbis method later. Tht> 
flat-spa('e l't'sult is: 
5.~. Tltl'lw(!m. - Near Milllwlf's1.:i Rpaec, the EillRteiu empty-space equati0118 
Ein ('ng) = 0 al'e litlearizatioll stable. 
In thill theorem, one mUllt use suitable funetion spaC'es 'With asymptotiC' 
conditions and asymptoti('all~' flat space-times. 'Ve will consider the non-
compaet eas(' ill the following l)aper where we will pro,-e thet time-symmetric 
asymptoti('ally flat em)lt~·-spae(l solutions are linearization stabll.'. Aetually, 
tht' ori~£inal C'hoqul.'t-Bruhat Bnd Dt>ser papPI' (lea]t with asymptotic condi-
tiOlll; of a sl)('C'ial form. 'Ye shall deal with a!;~'mptotic conditions in the general 
ease. Ht'l't' w(' shall consider only those spaC'(>-timt's whieh are deye]oped from 
Cau('hy data on a compaC't hypersurface. 
W(' begin br «('fining lint'arization stabilitr for the empty-spaC'(' Ein-
stein equations. 
Let Ein (C~lgo) = O. An infinitesimal dejormatioll of Ulgo is a solution 
Wh E S:W.) of the linearized equations 
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The Einstein equations are linearization stable at Wgo (or "'go is linearization 
stahle) if, for every infinitesimal deformation 'flh of Wgo, there exists a 0 1 curve 
"'g(e) of exact solutions to the empty-space field equations (on the same Y,) 
such that Wg(O) = Wgo and cWg(O)/C!} = Who. 
This definition has to b(> qualified slightly to b(> strictly accurate. Namel~·, 
for anr compact set Dc r'f we only require Wg(!?) to be defined for lei < e, 
where e may depend on D. The reason for this is that "'g(e) will be developed 
from a curve of Cauchy data (g(e), nee)) and so "'g(e) will be uniformly close 
to '4lgo on compact sets for lei < E, but not on all of Y, in general. 
Since we are fixing our hypersurface topology M, all Cauchy developments 
lead to topologically equiyalent space-times Y, = R x H, so fixing Y, is not 
a serious restriction. (Topological perturbations are, of course, another story.) 
If one- uses the linearize-d dynamieal Einstein system, linearization stability 
of the Einstein equations is equivale-nt to linearization stability of the constraint 
equations, as we shall see below. In fact, linearization stability of a well-posed 
hyperbolk system of partial differential equations is equivalent to linearization 
stability of any nonlinear constraints present. 
In terms of the linearized map D(/)(g, n), we can give- necessary and suf-
ficient conditions for the constraint e-quations 
(/)(g, :t) = 0 
to be linearization stabl£' at (go. :to) j that is, if (h, (I)) E 8 2 X S; satisfie-s the- linenr-
ized equations 
then there exists a differentiable curv(> (g(e), :rUt)) E T*JI of exaet solutions 
to the constraint equations 
such that (g(O), :reO)) = (go, :to) aml 
(2!!~) 2:t(0)) _ (h ) ::I '::I - ,w. c e c;e 
The main result follows: 
5.3. Theorem. - Let (/) = (.K,.f): T* JI - 0: xA~ be defin8d as in sect. 2 
80 Cjf Jt'n Cjf" = (/)-1(0). Let (go, no) E ljf In ~". The following conditions aTB 
equivalent: 
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i) the constraint equations 
tP(g, n) = 0 
are li11earization stable at (go 1 no), 
ii) DtP(gol no) : Sz X S; - 0;' xA~ is surjective, 
iii) D<I>(go, no)·: 0'" x!l' - S; X 83 is injective. 
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Remark. In st'ct. 3 we listed sufficient conllitions in order for il) to be 
"\"alid, namt'ly tht' conditions OXI O~ and Otr' 
Proof of 5.3. In sect. 3 ,,'e showed that DtP(go 1 no)· is elliptic. Thus, the 
equivalence of il) and iii) is an immediate consequence of the Fredholm 
altt'rnative. 
il) implies i). The kernel of DtP(go, no) splits by the Fredholm alternative. 
Thus the implicit function theorem implies that, near (go, no), <1>-1(0) is a smooth 
manifold. (Here one must use the Sobole"\" spaces and pass to om by a regularity 
argument as in [19].) Since any tangent vector to a smooth manifold is 
tangent to a cnrre in the manifold, i) results. 
i) implies iii). This is less elementary and will just be sketched. Assume i) 
and that D<I>(go, no)·' (N, X) = 0, but (N, X) =1= O. We will derive a contra-
diction by showing that there is a necessary second-order condition on first-
order deformations (h, w) that must be satisfied in order for the deformation 
to be tangent to a curv-e of exact solutions to thE' constraints. Thus let (h, co) 
be a solution to the linearized equations, and let (g(~), nee») be a curve of exact 
solutions of 
(6) 
through (go, no) and tangent to (h, w). Differentiating (6) twice and evaluating 
at e = 0 gives 
where g'(O) = c,2g(0)/ae l and n"(O) = aZ:r(0)/ce2• If we contract (7) with 
(N, X) and integr2.te over M, the first term of (7) gives 
since (N, X) ekerDtP(go, no)·, 
Thus the first term of (1) drops out, leaYing the necessary condition 
(8) 
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which must hold for all (h, (I)) E kcr DlP(go, :%0). As we shall see bt>low, (8) is 
(I hypersurfu,('e innniant !) (cf. theorems 4.2 and 4.6), so we can as~um(' X ¥= 0, 
say N > 0, ill II. neighborhood fJ of M~ . A (long) calculation as in [6, 19] 
shows that, if h is transyerse traceless, (I) is trll,nsYerse and som(' additional 
algebl·aic (,OIulitions making (11" (I)) EkeI' DlP(go, ;!fo) hold, their (8) be('omes 
(9) fN(Vh)~+ lower-order terms = o. 
On t11(' othe1' hand, by (45], the space of h'll satisfying these conditioll!! 
n {(ll, (I)) with support in U} is infinite dimensional. But a relation like (9) 
('annot hold in this infinite-dimensional space by Relli('h's theorf.'m (sel' st>('t. 1) 
(see [46] for df.'tails). C 
Remarks. a) The pro('edW'e for finding a second-order condition when linear-
ization stability fa.ils is quite general. See [6, 19] for other applications. 
b) The implication i) =- ii) uses dim M> 3. For the equation R(g) = (h 
i) =- ii) (replacing lP by R) is not true on two manifolds [19]. 
From the linearization stability of the constl'aint equations ,,,,e can dedu('e 
linearization stability of the space-time and vice versa, .as folIo,,",,: 
5.4. Theorem. - Let (l"'., Wgo) be a vacuum space-time which is the maximal 
development of Cauchy data (go. :ro) on a compact hypcrsurfacc .1"0= io(.1/). 
Then the Binstei" equaUOIlR 
arc linearization ,'ltable a·t Ulgo if alld only ij the constraint equatioJ/s 
lP(g, jI) = 0 
al·e linearization stable at (go. ;!fo). 
In particular, if conditions CJf'! C6 and Clr holel jor (go, jlo), then the Einstein 
equations are linearization stable. 
Proof. Assume first that the ('onstraint equations are linearization sta.blf.'. 
Let u'hO be a solution to the linea.rized equations at '.Igo and let (ho• (1)0) be the 
induced deforma.tion of (g,:r) on Io. By proposition 4.6, (ho, cuo) satisfies the 
linearized constraint equations. By assumption, there is a curye (g(~), :r(~) e 
e<ifJl"n'if" tangent to (ho, (1)0) at (go. :ro). 
By the existence theory for the Cauchy problem, there is a cur.-e '~Ig(e) of 
ma.ximal solutions on V.:::: R x M of Ein (Wg(~)) = 0 and with Cauchy dll.ta 
(g(g), :r(e»). (As earlier, for any compact set Dc V. and E> 0, there is a. 
c5 > 0 such that Wg(e) is within E of Wgo (using any convenient topology) on D.) 
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We now must show that we can transform the cur ... e Wg(O) by diffeomol'-
l>hisms so that who is its tangent at e = o. It is here that we use the uniquent'ss 
results for the linearized and full Einstein system (theorems 4.4 and 4.5). 
Since 14'g(O) and "'go ha ... e the same Cauchy data, there exists an F E ~( l~,) 
such that F1 Eo = idF., DF1 Eo = id (on TV" Eo) and U'go = F*('~'g(O»). (The 
symbol 1 means restriction.) Thus the curve t41g(e) = P*(C"g(Q») satisfies 
f41g(O) = "'go' 
B~' the conditions on F, '~'g(e) and I4Ig(e) induce the same Cauchy data. on ~o. 
vi:. (g(e), :tee»). Thus if 
'~'li induces the same linearized Ca.uchy data 
as "'h. Moreo ... er, since w}i is tangent to a cur.e of exact solutions l4'g(e), U1li, 
is a solution to the linearized equations D Ein (Wg(O») ··"k = D Ein «("go) . ((Iii =0. 
Therefore, by uniqueness of solutions to the linearized equations, there 
exists a unique u'X such that u'X1 Eo = 0, DUlX1 Eo = 0, and such that 
wli, - u'J.+ L WII 
-'"0 '''''' 1$0' 
Let F(J be the flow of wx, Fo = idF•• Then Fa 11'0 = id and DF4111'o = id. Let 
Theil u'j(e) is a cur"e of exact solutions with "'g(O) = "'go and tangt>nt 
~"'g=(O) ",14'-(0) 
_0 ___ c. 9 L I4Ig-(O) - "'h- L "In - '''h 
a(! - ~ - ."x - - 141.... 1$0 - 0 • 
This is the ('ur,-e we ha ... e been looking for (note that "'g(e) has the- same-
Cauchy data (g(e), nee») as "'g{Q»). 
Secondly, assume that the equations Ein ("'g) = 0 are linea.rization stable. 
To pro\"c that the constraint equations are lineariZation stable, let (Uo, :ro) E 
E lifJt'n 'if", Wgo be its maximal de ... elopment, so 1'0 is a Cauchy surface in l",. 
Let (kg, ruo) E ker Df/J(go, no) and let, by the linearized existence theorem 4.5. 
(tlh E ker D Ein (l&Igo ) be such that it induces the data (ho• COD)' By assumption, 
(t'h is tangent to a cur\"e "'g{e) of exact solutions (in the sense explained earlier). 
Let (g«(!),n(l?»)E~Jt'n~ .. be the Cauchy data induced by Wg«(!) on Eo. By 
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definition of induced Cauchy data, the curye (g(e), nee)) is tangent to (ho! roo) 
at (go. :'to)' 0 
EHLERS has emphasized the importance of obtaining explicit estimates 
on how far away the perturbed solution (C)go + e"'g is from an associated 
exact solution C4Ig(Q). Such an estimate can be made from the analysis given here. 
Indeed, in terms of the Cauchy data (g, n), if (g(e), nee)) is the curyC of exact 
solutions corresponding to a perturbation (h, ro), we can say that 
where I: fI, refers to the H'xH·-l norm on (g, ;r). 
In any particular example, the coefficient of e' could presumably be worked 
out explicitly. The coefficient of (f, if needed, is the corresponding third 
deriva.tin·, and so forth. 
In [47, 4S], Q'MURCHADlL\. and YORK provide an approach to the linear-
ization stability of the constraint equations which is rather difierent from ours. 
Building on the conformal techniques developed by LImn."EROWlCZ and 
CuoQl."ET-BBURAT (with the crucial additional step of allowing tr k to be a 
constant depending on i., the slicing parameter) to analyze the constraint 
equa.tions, they generalize .the Choquet-Bruhat and Deser [43J approach to 
the constraint equations to nonflat initial data. As in our «smooth submanifold 
approach I) [5], they also attempt to find those (g, n) e ~",.n ref" near which 
'If Jl"n 'lf~ is a submanifold. Their method of proof uses immersions, in constrast 
to ours which used submersions, but the final results are nearly the same. 
Their main idea is as follows: Consider the set of triples (g, iir.l', T), where 
geJl, neS~J' = {;reS:18g n = 0, tr"n = o} and T e O"'(Mj R), and also the 
set of (g, iiTT, T), where g = 9 ® p;' and ii'll' = n'l'l ® p! are the 0 conformal 
pa.rts I, of 9 and ;or, respectively, in the sense that (U, iiTX) are invariant under 
any conformal transformation 9 ~ f/J'g. The idea. of the conformal method 
is to use a conformal transformation to map any such triple (U, iir.l', T) to a 
solution (g,;or) e 'If ",.n'lf6 of the constraint equations such that the conformal 
parts of (g, ;rr.l') and tr;r' are the same as the original triple (U, :iff, T). This 
is accomplished by rewriting the constraint equations as four nonlinear el-
liptic equations for a conformal factor f/J > 0 and a vector field X, generalizing 
Arp + SR(g)tp = 0 for the time-symmetric case (see [49]). Under suitable 
conditions, there are solutions (11', X) which describe the conformal transforma-
tion that takes (U, iiTT, T) to a solution (g, n) of the constraint equations. More-
over, by linearizing this set of four elliptic equations, O'MUBCBADA and YORK 
sho,,, that, if (f/J, X) is such a solution and if X is not a conformal Killing ,-ector 
fieJd for the conformal class of matrices g, then solutions (11', Y) exist nearby 
and in fact define a local immersion of the set (U, iiff, T) into the constraint set. 
Again one concludes that tCf ~n tCf~ is a manifold near such a (g, n) and 80 linear-
ization stability holds. This method yields slightly weaker results in as much 
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8S it does not prove linearization stability for (g, n) which admit vector fields X 
which are conformal Killing vector fields but not (I double • Killing vector fields. 
Recently, MONCRIEF [7] has proven that for (g, n) E 'if In tl~, the map 
D4'>(g, n)· is injective if and only if a space-time Itlg generated by (g, n) has no 
(nontrivial) Killing vector fields I&)Y (i.e. L't'r"'g = 0 implies lily = 0); 
together with theorems 5.3 and 5.4, Moncrief's result then gives necessary and 
sufficient conditions for a space-time with compact Cauchy spacelike hyper-
surfaces to be linearization stable. 
Moncrief's result still does not gi,,-e necessary and sufficient conditions for 
D4'>(g, n)· to be injective in terms of the (g, n) (the conditions aI' a, and Ou 
are sufficient but not necessary), but bypasses the tr n' = const problem com-
pletely, rendering it much less important. 
lIoncrief's theorem is an important improvement over theorem 5.4, since 
the condition for linearization stability can now be expressed in terms of the 
space-time metric "'g rather than in terms of the (g, n) of some arbitrarily 
embedded hypersurface. 
The use of the adjoint form of the equations of motion helps to understand 
and gill' an easiJy digested proof of the result. 
5.5. Theorem. (MONCRIEF [7].) - Let ItIg be a 80lution to the 6mptY-8po,ce 
field equations Ein (Wg) = O. Let Eo = io(M) be a compact Oauchy hypers'II.r-
face tl'ith induced metric go and canonical momentum no. Then ker D<I>(go, no)· 
(a fi1lite-dimensional vector spact) i8 i8omorphic to the 8pace of Killillg vector 
fields of <4Ig_ In fact, 
if aml only if there 83lists a K ilUng vector field W Y of Wg who8e normal and tan-
gential components to Eo are Y.L and Y •• 
Remark. Related references to this result are [50,51]_ Note that there are 
no assumptions that Itly be timelike or spacelike. 
Proof. It is straightforward to prove, and well known, that the space of 
Killing vector fields is isomorphic to its space of normal and tangential compo-
nents on any spacelike Cauchy hypersurface. Thus we need only prove the 
last remark. 
The necessity follows immediately from pro)osition 4.7, for if (el Y is a 
Killing vector field, ('lh = L"'r I"go = 0, and 80 
Another instructive argument is as follows. Let FA be the Bow of I" Y. 
2' - Rclilliccmli S.l.F • • LXVII 
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For I. in a neighborhood of 0, iA = FAOio is a. well-defined one-parameter 
family of spacelike embeddings with generator .., YA = W Yo i,.. 1\8 in sect. 1. 
Let (YJ.(I..), Y.(A)) be the normal and tangential components of (eIYA. Let 
(g(l), :r(l)) be the metrics and momenta induced on LA by Wg. In genel'al, 
for a family of embeddings given by iJ.= FAoio, this will be the same as tbe 
metrics and momenta induced on 1'0 by the space-time metrics(·'g(i.)=~'·'g (for 
example, for the metrics g(l.) , we have gel) = i~(·'g= (FAoio)*Wg = i:(F~'·'g), 
which is the metric induced on .!'o by F:(Wg)). Since WI' is a Killing vector 
field, ~U1g = .41g and so g(l.) = go, :r(l) = :Ito for all I.. Thus, b~' the adjoint 
form of tbe evolution equat.iom, 
(
00) 1 Y.l.().) 
o = c:r = J oDq>(g(l), :r(i.))* ( ) • 
- -YIP.) 
ci. 
Evaluating at l = 0, (Y.:.. - }'.) e ker Dq>(go. :ro)·' 
Second, we pro'\"e sufficiene~·. Let (Y.!.,- Y.)ekerDcJ>(go,:ro)·. 'Ye wish 
to extend (1'.1., Y.) to a Killing field 141y. Choose a slicing iA anti let NJ., XI. 
.be its lapse and shift. To define Y.I.(l), Y.(ll, take the perpendicular-per-
pendicular (.LL I and perpendicular-parallel (.L II) projections of Killing's equa-
tions L •• 
'r "'0 = O. As on p. 358, this yields 
c Y.!. I L I· L ,. 0 
.. ~ -. z . + 1'1-' = , 
CI. -
- a~'_LzY, + Ngrad 1'.1. -l".!.gl'adN = 0 . 
For given N(A, xl, X()', x) and initial conditions (Y,u Y.), these equations de-
fine a unique Y.L' Y. on V4 with the gh-en initial conditions. (The proof of 
existence and uniqueness is easiest to see in Gaussian normal co-ordinates.) 
Thus we get a vector field wy on V. with these normal and tangential compo-
ponents on each bypersurface. Let UI h = L.elr Wg and (h( l), w( l I, U (l), V( l) ) 
be the induced deformation of (0, n, N, X) as described in sect. 4. By construc-
tion, Itlh~.:. = 0, wh.!.1 = 0, so from p. 358, 
Thus (h(l), w(i.)) satisfy the linear system obta.ined in sect. 4: 
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From proposition 4, j, we Jret on .!'o 
(h(O)) ( r ,(0») = JoDCP(y(O), :t(0))* - = 0 . 
w(O) -1",(0) 
Thus (kp.), w(i.)) = (0, 0) for all A. Therefore, since h(i.) = 0, h J.J.(A) = 0 and 
h-,-D(i.) = 0, 1.lh = 0 and flO wY is a Killing field. 0 
Rcmark. If wI" J. > 0, we clm take a slicing i;. genemted b~' wy which has 
)a}l!\e-shift decomposition (1'.:., - 1',), inde})endent of ).. By the> eyolution 
t>quations in such a slicinl-r 
(
C9()')) 
~fl.(:.-) = JoDCP(g(i.), :T(i.)*' ( l'J.) 
c:r I. _ Y 
-..,-.. - • I 
0. 
for all ;.. This lul.s the uniqul' solution gO.) = go. :r( i,) = :ro, since (r.:.. - 1",) E 
E ker DCP(9o, :to)". Hence (9, tt, Y.!., - Y 1 ) are aU inde)lendent of i.. Hl'llc(' 
UI1" is a Killing ,'ector fif'hl for Wgo. ThuR the }ll'oof of theorem 5.5 is Y('l'~' easy 
in this case. 
The problem with this ]ll'oce<1ure \\'h<'n r _ is not > 0 is that we can no 
longer generate a slicing b~' (1' J.' - Y, l. 
As an important. COl'Onary of this result, we obs~r,'e that the cOJldition 
ker nCP(90, :To)" = {o} is hypM'sllrface independent (since it is equiya)ent to the 
absence of Killing "ectol' fields, whil'h is hn)t>J'surface indellendl'ut). Thl' 
condition is also obyiously unchanged if Wl' pallS to an iKometric spacl'-timl', 
Putting aU this to~<'thel' yields the main linl'arizatioll stability thl'ol'em. 
5.6. Theorem. - Let tu90 be a solution of the vacuum field equatiotlR 
Bin ('~)go) = 0 on V.. Assume thai ('" •• U1go) has a compact Call1'h!1 sur/ace ~o 
and that (1'4' Wgo) is the maximal det·clopmellt. 
Then the Ein8tein equatiOJ~H on y., 
Ein (l4'g) = 0 , 
are lillearization stable at "'90 if a11d only if '.190 hall 110 Killing rector fields. 
We conclude this section by examining the caSl' in which 141go is not linear-
ization stable, The goa) is to find nc-cessary and sufficient conditions on a solu-
tion 1.lh of the linearized equations gO tha.t "Ih is tangent to a cun-e of exact 
80lutions through I4Igo. The llt'cessary conditions will be derh'ed i for sufficiency I 
see [52]. 
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In theorem 5.3 we showed that, if u'h is tangent to a Cllrye of exact solutions 
and (H, X) ekerDfP(go, :to)·, then 
f «N, X), DI(I)(go, no)' (h, co), (h, co» > = 0 . 
r. 
Following MONCBJEF [53], we can re-express this second-order condition 
in terms of the space-time, just as the condition ker D(I)(go, no) = {O} was 
so expressed. 
5.;. Theorem. (:MoxCRIEF [53].) - Let Ein (C"go) = 0, and let (tlh E S:(1"',) 
satisfy the linearized equations 
D Ein ("Igo) .Wh = 0 . 
Let u, r be a Killing 'Vector field of Wgo (so that Wgo is linearization unstable). Let ro 
be a compact Cauchy hyper8urjace and let (Y.l.' Y,) be the normal and tangential 
component8 of wy on roo Then a 1leCe8sary 8eco1ld-order C01ldition for Wh to be 
tange1lt to a curve of exact solution8 i8 
(10) f (DB Ein (Wgo)' ("Ih, Ctlh») • (ItIY r.' "IZ r.)Il(go) = 
~ . 
= J « 1-.l.f - Y.), D!l/>(gol :to)' (h, co), (h, co»)) = 0 • 
r, 
Proof. SUI)pose I4Jg(e) is a. cun'e of eXlloct solutions 
(11) 
with 
Ein ("Ig(e») = 0 
Wg(O) = Wgo and a"'g(O) 
- .... -= "'h. c,e 
Differentiating (11) twice and evaluating at e = 0 gives 
(12) 
where 
is the «acceleration l) of the curve (tlg(e) at e = O. Note that since Ein «t'go) = 0 
and D Ein ("Igo) .ulh = 0, by Taub's theorem 4.2, the divergence of each term 
of (12) is zero. 
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Now let ((I l' be a Killing vector field of '61gOl let Io be a compact Cauchy 
hypel'surface, and let (1'.1., 1'.) be the normal and tangential components of 
(tIl" and ko. If we contract (12) with I4IYx.= wYoio and UIZX• and use prop-
osition 4.6, the first term gives 
(D Ein (Wgo) .C6lga (O» • (wyE., "'ZX.)p(go) = 
= - 1«1'.1., - 1',), Df/>(go, 'fo)' (g"(O), 'f"(O») , 
where g"(O) and 'f"(0) are the deformation of (gOl 'fo) on Io induced by 
Wg"(O) e Ss(V,). If we integrate (12) over I o, this first term integrates to 0, 
since ,., 1" is a Killing vector field. Thus, 
f (D Ein ('·'go) .l&lg·(O»· ('''Yx., '''Zr.).u(go) = 
r. f 
= -! «1'.1., - 1",), DtP(go, no)' (g"(O), 'f17(0»> = 
x. 
=-If(DtP(go,'fo)··(1''.1.J- 1',), (g"(O),n"(O)}> = 0, 
x. 
thus giving the second-order condition 
o = f [D! Ein (I&lgo)' ('·'h, (&)h)]' (1' x.' Zx.).u(go) • 
x. 
The first equality in (10) comes from the following result which is pro.ed 
exactly as in proposition 4.6. 
5.S. Lemma. - If Ein (Wgo) = 0, D Ein ("'go) .Wh = 0, ICIg(e) is any curve 
(not nece8sarily e:cact solutions) through '''go tangent to IIlh and 14I1"r. is a "ector 
field on a spaceUke hyper8urjace Io (with normal '''Zx.), then 
(13) - 2 (D Ein «"go) . ((Ig"(O» • (,., Y x• , wZx.)p(Uo)-
- 2[D* Ein ('''go)(Ulkg, '''ho)]' «4)1' r., wZx.).u(go) = 
= «1'.1.,- Yo), DtP(go,ng)'(gn(o), n"'(O») + 
+ « 1'.1.1 - 1"1)' D2tP(go, 'fo)' (ho, CLIo), (kg, CLIo)}> • 
If (13) is integrated over Io, in the context of theorem 5.7, (10) results. 0 
Remark8. 1) By Taub's theorem 4.2, if Ein (Wgo) = 0 = D Ein ('''go) ''''ho, 
then D2 Ein ('.'go)· ('·'h, '·'h) has zero divergence. Thus, if (4)1" is a Killing vec-
tor field, then the vector field 
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also bas zero diyergence. Thus the necessary second-order condition 
(14) f ('" 'WE. , UlZr.>p(go) = 0 
r. 
on first-order deformations is independent of tbe Cauchy bypersurface on which 
it is eyaluated. 
2) The construction of the divergence-free fector field ww is due to 
TAt:"B [54]. The integral of CClW oYer a Cauchy hypersurface then representR 
a conserved quantity for the graYitational field, constructed from a solution 
Ulk of the linearized equations and from a Killing vector field 1'1 Y. The interest-
ing feature of this conseryed quantity, as shown by theorem 5.7, is that, unless 
it iR zero, the first-order solution !Clk from which IeIW was constructed is not 
tangent to any curye of exact solutions. 
III summary, the second-order condition (l works» as follows. Let 
Ein (Wgo) = 0, D Ein ('ilgo) .'ilk = 0, and let IeII" be a Killing vector field of 
"ge• If on any com pact Cauchy hypersurface 
f (D= Ein (Ulgo)' (Wk, Wit)) • ('41 r r., "'Zr.)p(go) =1= 0 , 
r. 
then '''It is not tangent to any cun"e of exact solutions of the empty-space field 
equations, i.e. wA is a spurious direction of perturbation. 
Recent work [52] has shown that this second-order condition is suffi-
cient as well. Thus the basic questions concerning linearization stability of 
the ya,cuum equations for space-times with compact Cauchy hypersurfaces 
haye been ans',"ered. (See sect. 8 for further remarks.) 
6. - Decomposition of tensors. 
We continue to restrict our attention to the case of compact spacelike 
hypersurfaces M. While the decompositions undoubtedly do work in the 
noncompact calle, weighted Sobolev or HOlder spaces are sufficiently tricky 
that rigorous proofs are less routine than in the compact case. For example, 
as is well recognized, decomposing tellsors which only fall off as l/r is usually 
impossible j 1/r2 fall-off is generally required. A discussion of th(> noncompact 
case is contained in [23]. 
Recall the canonical splitting that was discussed in sect. 1 as an application 
of the Fredholm alternath"e theorem: 
A = fa + Lxg, where L;rg is the part of h that is tangent to the orbit 
of g under the action of the diffeomorphism group = ~(.M) and where 8~ = o. 
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In this splitting we use the usual Lz-adjoint 2817 of ag(X) = Lzg. However, 
for relativit,y, as we have seen, it is convenient to use natural adjoints acting 
on spaces of dual tensor objects. Since (X. maps·vector fields to symmetric two-
covariant tensors, its natural La-adjoint, IX: , maps symmetric two-contravariant 
tensor densities to one-form densities 
Using the metric g, we obtain an isomorphism of 82 with S; by h_ hlp(g). 
Its inverse is :E _ (:E')~. Note that ker a: c:: S:. We 'write (ker a:)· for the 
cOl'responding set of dual objects in 82 (i.e. the image of ker IX: under the in-
verse of the above isomorphism). Then the splitting of sect. 2 is written in 
terms of natural adjoints and dual tensor objects as 
8. = range ag EEl (ker IX:)· . 
l"ork's splitting. YORK [55] gives a decomposition which arises in a sim-
ilar way to the canonical splitting, but with the conformal group replacing 
the diffeomOl'Phism gl'oup. The conformal group, the set of all possible confor-
mal tranllformations, is the semi-direct product of the set 9 of positive func-
tions and the diffeomorphism group 9'. 9'9acts on 9 by pull-back under a dif-
feomorphism followed by multiplication by a positive function: 
(p, 7]), g) - p(7]*g) . 
For 9 fix.ed, let 'l'. ::J'. 9 ~JI, (p, 7]) - p(7]*g) be the orbit map, and let, 
<I, X) - Ig + Lzg , 
be its tangent. The range of TI7 is then the tangent space to the orbit under 
the action of f!IJ.g. The L.-adjoint of TI7 is 
The Fredholm theory does not apply directly here because TI7 is a first-order 
operator on X and is a zeroth-order operator 011 f. However, use of a stronger 
concept of ellipticity due to DOUGLIS and NIRE:iBERG (cf. [56]) enables us to 
still apply a modified Fredholm alternative theorem to obtain the splitting 
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so that, for 11, E S., 
(15) 'h = h'l"l' + fg + LzU, 
where .",7'7' E ker T: is a transyerse traceless tensor, i.e. a.",7''1' = 0 and tr kTT = O. 
We get essentially the same geometric picture as before (fig. 3). 
Fig. 3. 
From (15), tr"" = nf - 2 ax, so that 
1 2 f = - tr"" + - ax . 
n n 
Thus (15) can be rewritten as the finer splitting 
(16) .", = """f'+ LzU + ~ (8X)g + (tra) g. 
n " 
One calls Lzg + (2/1I)X = LX the G longitudinal part I) or the G conformal 
Killing form of X I). Note that the trace of LX is zero, so that the third term 
is pointwise orthogonal to each of the first two. 
This splitting can also be obtained by working in the space iY of (C confor-
mally invariant metrics I), g ® #(g)-IIf1 ; LX is tangent to the !!J orbit of 
g ® #(g)-l/fI in this space. The 11,7'7' part can be regarded as in the direction of 
a slice for the action of 9'.!!J on "" or !!J on iF' j see fig. 4. (For further ge-
projection to 11'" 
conformal orbit of 9 orbit of g8JJ- 2/" under 9 
Fig. 4. 
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ometry of this splitting, see [55, 57].) Finally we note that the infinite di-
mensionality of the space of TT tensors is not obvious; see [45]. 
Barbance-Deser' splitting. The Barbance [5S]-Deser [S]-Berger-Ebin [IS] 
splittings come from splitting the divergence-free part 1 in the canonical split-
tiJig h = 1 + Lzg. This decomposition works for (M, g) compact with con-
stant scalar curvature. More can be said when 9 is Einstein; that is, 
Ric (g) = I.g. The differential operator used in these splittings is the deriva-
th"e of the scalar curvature, y" = DR(g). The kernel of y" consists of tensors 
tangent to the spa.ce of metrics with a. specified scalar curvature R(g) = e; 
the range of the adjoint is the L,-orthogonaJ space to this kernel. Thus for 
any 9 eJ(, T"J( splits as T"J( = ker y" EB (range ,..:) •. 
If R(g) = const, this decomposition and the canonical decomposition are 
compatible; that is, range IX" c:kery". Indeed, if 1'1, is the flow of I, 
Thus intersecting the two splittings, we get the finer La-orthogonal splitting 
(17) 
Now suppose 9 is Einstein, Ric (g) = I.g, and let Tieker,.."n (ker«:)" 
so 8Ti = 0 and ,..,,(Ti) = A trTi + 88Ti-Ti'Ric (g) = O. Thus A(tr Ti) = JJi.g = 
= I. tr Ti. If I. < 0, this implies tr Ti = 0; if I. = 0, tr Ti is constant. If,t > 0, 
then by [59] we know that the first eigen.alue of t1 is 
so tr Ti = O. Thus, if Ti E ker"," n (ker a:)·, tr Ti is either zero or constant. 
Thus for the case in which (M, g) is an Einstein manifold, (I7) above be-
comes the (j Barbance-Deser-Berger-Ebin splitting I): 
(IS) I ;. ¢ 0 : h = h,1'r + Lzg + (g l:!.1 + Bess 1- ).Ig) , ,t = 0: h = (hTT + ; g) + Lzg + (g AI + Hess I) , 
where 
This splitting for A = 0 was also used by BRILL and DESER [42]. 
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J[Qilcrief's splitting. R(>cent work by MO,"CRIEF [4J generalizes the abo,-e 
decomposition of T~"", to splittings of Tro.II,(T*"'f). MONCRIEF observed from 
the various d(>compositions used in perturbation theory that one should really 
decompose the components of the tangent vector (h, (0) E Tr~",,(T*..II) si-
multaneously. Moncrief's decomposition can be derive,d by considering the 
operator D<P(g!:r) of sect. 2, and recalling our form of the evolution equations 
a (g) .;t (N) 2). :r = JoDq,(U,:r) . X ' 
whel'{' 
We h:we IIhown previously in sect. 2 that the operator Dq,(g, :r)* is elliptic, 
and so, therefore, is J oDlP(g, :r)*. Since (J oDlP(g, :r)*)* = - nlP(g, :r)oJ, we 
ha'-e immediatt'ly the two splittings 
Tr,.II,(T*ull) = (range (D<P(g, :r)*))* ~ ker (DlP(g, :r») 
and 
T, •. ".(T*"") = rangt' (JoDlP(g, :r)*) (ffi) (ker (Dq,(g, :r)oJ)) * • 
",hert' ( )'" m('allS, as abow'l, the space of dual tensor objects. Thus, 
and 
range nlP(g, n)* 
ker (DlP(g, :r)oJ) 
(range (DlP(g, n)*))· CSt X S; 
The summand ker D<P(g,:r) represents th(> infinitesimal deformations (h, (0) 
of (g,:r) that maintain lP(g, :r), and (rang(> (DlP(g, j'f)*))* represt'nts the infin-
it(>simal d<>formations which change lP(g, j'f). Thull, if lP(g, j'f) = 0, kt'r Dq,(g, :r) 
rel>resents those infinitesimal deformations that ('onserve the constraints. 
From infinitesimal COllS(»Tation of q" proposition 3.2, we know that, for 
(g,:r) E~Jf"n ~'" 
range J oDq,(g, n)· c ker DlP(g, ;r) • 
Thus these two splittinlrS can be intersected to give Moncrief's splitting: 
(~ 
, 
r--.. 
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6.1. Theorem. (l\IO~CRIEF [4].) - For (g, n) E CifKn Cd' the tangent space 
T("",(T* .11) ~ 8 1 X 8; splits L,-orthogonally as 
T(MI(T* "II) = (range D«P(g, :t)*)* ED range (J oD«P(g, jT)*) ® 
® (ker (D«P(g, x)oJ))* n ker (D«P(g, :t») • 
For the purposes of the figure below, we number the summands fl.8 
<D ® ~ @ C). 
Tht" two 8ummands ~ and ~ in the splitting 
ker n«P(g, :r) = ran~e (J oD«P(g, :t)*) @ (ker (D«P(g, x)oJ)) * n ker (n«P(g, :t)) 
can be interprE.'ted as follows. Elements of the summand ~ infinitesimallr 
deform (g,:tl to Ca.uchy da.ta tha.t generate isometric space-times, and ele-
ments of the summand ~ infinitesimally deform {g, xl in the direction of new 
Cauchy data, that generate non isometric solutions to the empty-space field 
equations (see fig. 5). 
Below we shall see the geometrical significance of this second summand 
more clearly. For no,,", we note that :Moncrief's splittings can be regarded as 
a decomposition of 12 functions of 3 YariablE.'s (hll(x"), (lJiJ(x"») into 3 sets of 4 
functions of 3 varia.bles. 
Fig. 5. 
the orthogonal compl erne" t 
to the constraint spa.c e 
"'fir" =s the space ot' gravita.rional 
degrees of freedom 
C I,. n' = orbit of 
(g. If) unci er the 
ciynamical eQuations 
T' .I = cota ngent (Jundl e of.l 
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Finally W'e remark that, if ~ = ° and R(g) = 0, then Moncrief's decomposi-
tion reduces to two copies of the Berger-Ebin splitting, given by eq. (17) 
abo'\"e. If, moreoyer, Ric (g) = 0 (so that 9 is fiat), then Moncrief's decomposi-
tion gives the Barbance-Deser-Berger-Ebin splitting with A= 0, as gi'\"en by 
eq. (18) aboye. 
7. - Reduction of phase space and the symplectic space of gravitational degrees 
of freedom. 
'Ve noW' renew some results of symplectic geometry that pro,;de a basis 
for a more unified description of the various splittings [9]. These results are 
based on a general reduction of phase spaces for W'hich there is an in'\"'ariant 
Hamiltonian system under some group action [14]. A further application of 
these results leads to the construction of the symplectic space of gravitational 
degrees of freedom [10]. 
A background reference for the material in this section is [60, 61]. 
Let P be a manifold and D a symplectic form on Pi that is, D is a closed 
(W'eakly) nondegenerate two-form. For relativity, P will be P*.,I{ and D will 
be the canonical symplectic form - J-l as described above. 
Let G be a topological group W'hich acts canonically on Pi that is, for each 
9 e G, the action of 9 on P, f/J ~ :p t-+ g. p, pre serres D. Assume there is a 
moment IJI for the action, as defined by SOUlUAU [62]. This means the following: 
IJI is a map from P to W*, the dual to the Lie algebraQS = p.G of G, such that 
for aU E eQS, where Ep is the corresponding infinitesimal generator (Killing form) 
on P, and l1p e PpP. Another way to define IJI is to require that, for each E, 
p t-+ <1JI(p), E) be an energy function for the Hamiltonian vector field Ep. This 
concept of a moment is an important geometrization of the various conserva-
tion theorems of classical mechanics and field theory, including Noether's 
theorem. 
It is easy to prove tha.t, if H is a Hamiltonian function onP with correspond-
ing Hamiltonian vector field X. (i.e. dH(p)·l1 = Dp(X.(p), 11)), or equivalently 
iZHD = dH, and if H is in'\"ariant under G, then IJI is a constant of the motion 
for XB'i i.e., if F, is the flow of X., then lJIoF, = IJI. 
As an example, consider a group G acting on a configuration space Q. This 
action lifts to a canonical action on the phase space P*Q. The moment in this 
case is given by 
where IXg belongs to P*Q. If G is the set of tra.nslations or rotations, IJI is 
~ 
\ 
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linear or angular momentum, respectively. As expected, IJI is a vector, and 
the transformation property required of this vector is equivariance of the 
moment under the co-adjoint action of G on @i that is, the diagram 
(/). 
p----~p 
1 Ad:-. 1 
@* ----=---+-~ @* 
must commute. We shall consider only equi,-ariant moments. 
There are several classical theorems concerning reduction of phase spaces. 
In celestial mechanics there is Jacobi's elimination of the node which states 
that in a rotationally invariant system we can eliminate four of the variables 
and still have a Hamiltonian system in the ne,,- variables. Another classical 
theorem of Hamiltonian mechanics states that the existence of k :first integrals 
in involution allows a reduction of 2k variables in the phase space. Both of 
these theorems follows from a theorem of Marsden and Weinstein [14] on the 
reduction of phase space. 
To construct this reduced space, let Gil be the isotropy group of p: 
Gp = {g e G IA~-'Il = p} . 
Consider 'P-1(p) = {pllJl(p) = Il}. The equh'ariance condition implies that Gp 
preserves 'P-1(p), so we can consider PI' = IJI-l(p)/G,.. In case IJI-l(p) is a man-
ifold (e.g. if p is a regular T'alue) and G acts freel~' and properly on this manifold, 
'\\"e have 
7.1. Theorem. (lIARsDEN and WEINSTEIN [14].) - PI' inherits a naturalsym-
plectic structure from P, and a Hamiltonian system on P which Wal int1ariant 
under the canonical action of G projects naturally to a Hamiltonian system on PI" 
In Jacobi's elimination of the node, G is 80a, so @ is R' and the co-adjoint 
action is the usual one. Thus the isotropy subgroup Gp of a point pin Ra is 8 1• 
If 1] is the dimension of P, then IJI-l(p) is the solution set for three equations, 
so the dimension of IJI-l(p)/Gp is n - 3 - 1 = n - 4. For k :first integrals in 
involution, G is a k-dimensional Abelian group, so the co-adjoint action is trivial 
and G" = G. Thus the dimension of IJI-l(p)/G is n - 2k. Another known 
theorem that follows from theorem 1.1 is the Kostant-Kirilov theorem which 
states that the orbit of a point p in &* under the adjoint action is a 8ymplectic 
manifold. 
Now we shall show how to obtain a general splitting theorem for symplectic 
manifolds, one piece of which is tangent to the reduced space P" [9]. This 
includes the splitting theorems for symmetric tensors as a special case. 
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A splitting theorem for n. symplectic manifold P requires a positi\"e defi-
nite but possibly onl~' weakly nondegenerate metric, or other 8uch structure 
to gi\"e a dualization. This is so tha.t orthogonal complements may be defined. 
Otherwise quotiPllt S}lIWClI are needed. Suppose we know, say from th(' Fredholm 
·theorem, that 
(19) T.P = ru,nge (T,,'1'}'" EEl ker T" '1' 
(hpre (T" '1')* ill tIl(' \lsUlbl ~s-adjoillt). Of COUl'Se', in finitl' tliml'll:;iuns j hi:-; 
ii'l Il,utomati<'. Dt'fim' 
wht'rt' &u is the Lie algebra of Gu• Suppose we also have tht> splitting 
(20) 
Thel't' is a general compatibility condition between these two splitting:;, nanwly 
rangt' (X" c ker T" IJ/, whie}! follows I't'adily from equiYarianc(>. In fu(,t. 
Thill COmllatibility condit ion imVli(·g the finer splitting 
i,e. 
Nott' that the third summand is the tangent Slll\c(> to Pu • The geonlC!tl'ic pieture 
is tlle following (fig. 6): 
Fig. G. orbit of IJ una er (;. 
<D belong" to ra.llgc T/l'*, the orthogonal complt'ment of the tang<'ut 
space to the lew I set 'P-1(p); 
(%> belongs to range (X"' the tangt'nt space to the orbit of p under Gu ; 
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(3) is in (k('r Tp lJI n ker CIt;), and is the part of the dt'compositioll which is 
tangent to the redu('ed symplectic manifold. 
<2) and <3> to~ether art' ker T" lJI, the tangent space to IJI-J(p). 
Both l[ollcrit'f's and York's splittings are applications of this result. 
For the cast' of )Ioucrief's splitting, P is P·JI and the (I grOUP)) is 
G = E""(M, r •. (~'g), the spacelike emheddings of M to Cauchy hypersurfaces 
ill ( 1-., Wg), a maximal space-time. Although this is not a group, it is enough 
like f7. 9, tht' semi-direct product of functions T (time translations) with dif-
feomorphisms 1) of M for the analysis to work. G (C acts ~ 011 (g, n) as follows. 
Let ("g, Ein «4'g) = 0, be a space-tim(' whi('h has (gO! :ro) as Cauchy data on 
an embedded Caul'hy hypersurface 
Then i E E'"'(.i.1f, r" '.'g) maps (go, :'to) to the (g,:r) induced on the hypersnrface 
I = i(M). The set of all such (g,:r) define the orbit of (go, no). These orbits 
are disjoint, so dl.'fine an equi'\"alence relation -. 
M 
Fig. i. 
Although this is not all action (sinl'e E"" is not a group), it has well-defined 
orbits and the abo\-e symple('tic analysill applies [10]. If w(' use the adjoint 
form of the Einstein eyolution system, the moment of 0 this action» on 
a. tangent .... ector wXr• E'T •• E"'(M, r,o (4'g) with lapse ]{ and shift X ill ('om-
puted to be 
'P(o ... ,«( u X) = f K £(g, :r) + X'J' (g, :r) • 
Here the wX.:. or the (X, X) can be thought or all belongillgto thl.' 0 Lie algebra!) 
of E"'. (See appendix II.) 
Since IJI-J(O) is prl.'cisely the constraint set W.".n rc", we choose p = 0, so 
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01' = G. From the equations of motion, 
OCt ..... ,: QS - XI .... ,(X·.,//) , (N, X) 1-+ JoDtP(g, n)· (~) • 
Thus the symplectic decomposition (21) becomes 
XI,.:., (p • .,II> = (range DrP(g, n)·)· e range (J oD(g, n)·) e 
$ ker DtP(g, n) n (ker DrP(g, n)oJ) , 
which is Moncrief's splitting. Here the third summand represents the tangent 
space to the reduced space P II ~ 'Cf.lt' n "d'~/""", This quotient, by the equi.-
alence relation described above, is naturally isomorphic to the space of grav-
itational degrees of freedom, namely cf(V,)/~(V,), the set of solutions to 
the Tacnum Einstein equations tt( V,) = {WgiEin (C"g) = O} modulo the space-
time diffeomorphism group .9( V',) = Diff (V,). This is the space of isometry 
classes of empty-space solutions of the Einstein equations. This is the space 
of gra.itational degrees of freedom; the co-ordinate gauge group has been fac-
tored out. 
For the noncompact case, one must be much more careful about the defi-
nition of the space of gravitational degrees of freedom (8.g., one does not want 
to identify all solutions; this case is qualitatively different because of the 
presence of a mass function and gravitational radiation, as is discussed in [23]). 
For York's decomposition, the manifold is the same, namely X·J(, but 
the group is the conformal group fiJ· ~ acting on X· A, as described before. 
The infinite!limal generators of the action of the conformal group are 
and the moment is computed to be 
(23) 'P("",(p, X) = f p tr n + f X .J(g, n) 
so 
P-I(O) = Hg, n) /8n: = 0 and tr n = O} = ~"n rc~ , 
the intersection of the sets where the divergence of n is zero and where the 
trace of :t is zero. 
One can show, as for rc .... n<tf" , that <tf"nrc" is a manifold in a neighborhood 
of those (g, n) E <tf" n 'fla such that (g, n) has no simultaneous conformal Kil-
ling vector fields, i.e., if Lzg = flg, Lz= f.g, then X = 0 (see [57)}. 
The universal decomposition (21) splits an element (h, CQ) of XI ..... ,(X·"") 
into two copies of York's decomposition described in sect. 6. In this case, the 
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reduc('(l phase space is 
From [4i], we see that this space is isomorphic to the space ~lnttf .. I-. 
• -\11 we ha,e emphasized, in the case of compact hypersurfaces, one identi· 
ties all (g, :rfs which occur on slicings in one space·time. In the noncompact 
case 01)(> does flot do this, as is explained in [23]. This point and the genera) 
definition of Q true degrees of freedom II is consequently confusing at first. 
In th(' present compact case, howe,er, we find it useful to write 
and 
Both lue representations of f§ = 6"( 17,)/9(l",). The natural symplectic struc-
ture on T" JI associated with the dynamics induces naturally the symplectic 
structure on t§4~'" W'e do not know if the isomorphism between t§dn and f§CODI 
is a canonical transformation, i.e. if the symplectic structure on floORI associated 
with the dynamics is the natural symplectic structure on (1 ..... 1. Howe.er, 
it seems unlikely. 
The symplectic structure on (I described aboye may be important for the 
llroblem of quantizing gra,-ity. This would be of physical interest in the non-
comllact case in connection with graYitational "'a,-es. 
The s~-mplectic structure presented here is implicit in the work of Berg-
mann [63J, Dirac [2) and DeWitt [35, 64]. The present formulation, how-
eyer, allows one to be rather precise and geometrical. First of all, it' may 
allow one to use the Segal (cf. [65, 66J) or Kostant-Souriau [62] formalism to 
CatTy out a full quantization or a semi-classical quantization. Secondly, the 
approach presented here enables one to show that near metrics ((Ig in 6"( V,l 
with no isometries (and hence no space-time Killing vector fields) tf(V,)/9(1",) 
is a smooth manifold and is locally isomorphic in a ,natural way to ref In ~61""", 
and thus carries a canonical symplectic structure. Thus in a neighborhood 
of Einstein fiat space-times without Killing ,ector fields, the space t§ = 
= &( l",)/g( r,l of graYitational degrees of freedom is itself a symplectic manifold, 
or, if you prder, a graYitational phase space without singularities, each element 
of which rt.'presents an empty-space geometrr. 
8. - Current work and open problems. 
)tany of the areas that we haye discussed in this paper are currently under 
invt.'stigation. ' 
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Linearization stability for nongra"itational fields coupled to gra,;ty is an 
active area of research. For example, the case of the coupled Einstein-Maxwell 
system has been soh'ed by AlUIS [67], The conditions for stability in this 
case are the absen('e of a. simultaneous Killing vector field for U'g and the 
electromagnetic-field tensor F. The methods have been extended to general 
Yang-lIiUs fields coupled to gravity as well. 
D'EATH [68, 69] has examined the case of linearization stability of 
Robertson-'Yalker unh-erses and finds them to be linearization stable. In the 
ea,"e k = 0, he considers perturbations which die away at spatial infinity. 
The question of linearization stabi1ity for asymptotically fiat space-times 
is not fully settled. A main difficulty is that, in general, the splitting theorems 
of sect. 1 are quite delicate and often break down. We consider the time-
symmetric asymptotically flat case in [23]. 
The situation for seyeral important cases of interest for black-hole research, 
namel~' the Sch"-arzschild and Kerr solutions, remains open, but should be settled 
in the llear future. 
The sufficiency of the second-order conditions presented in sect. 5 has been 
proyen in ('urrent investigations (52]. 'We ha"e been able to show that, if there 
are k linearly independent Killing vector fields for W ga , then these k extra 
second-order conditions are sufficient for linearization stability_ The (go, ;(0) 
induced on any Cauchy hypersurface is a singula.r point of i(fln'if", and 
locally 'if In i(f" looks like a (manifold) x (an intersection of k cones). The proof 
depends on the sli('e theorem for relatiyity [10] and on some techniques from 
bifurcation theory at multiple eigenvalues. 
The authors are currently engaged in the general question of the 
Hamiltonian structure of tensor field theories coupled to gra,ity [28]. A funda-
mental work in this area is due to KUCHAR [36]. 
Our approach is to develop a Hamiltonian formalism, modeled on the ad-
jOint form of the Einstein equations, for any covariant field theory coupled 
to gravity. In the case of Lagrangians which do not depend on derh-atives of 
the gravitation field, our results are similar to the pure gravitational case. 
Briefly, if ("9'~ is a space-time field whose dynamics are described by a La-
grangian density 9'('.'9' ~,U'g) which does not depend on derh-atives of Wg, 
then the projections of 1el9'~ on spacelike hypersurfaces gives rise to 9'~dn."'IC&1 
and 9'~d" ... n'.' now tensor quantities on the hypersurface. One also has 
and functions rd .• which correspond to the constraints of the theory due to 
degenerate fields. 
If we let tPr = (H" J" rd.,), the Hamiltonian picture is fully described 
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by the system 
Thus the expl'ession NiP~ + Xf~ + rpA4., C/r'4r ; acts as the generator of trans-
lations. 
The formal similarities to the pure gravitational case allow one to take 
o,er at little extra effort the splitting theorems and reduction procedures of 
sect. 7. Thus, in particular, we are able to construct a symplectic manifold 
which represents the total space of degrees of freedom due to gravity and to the 
external fields. This approach may be tied in with the Dirac theory of con-
straints using (70). 
For alternative approaches to the space of gravitational degrees of freedom 
and its symplectic structure, see [il] and [72J. 
Finally we mention that many of the topics presented here may be extended 
to noncompact cases. Linearization stability results are completely different 
in this case (see (23)). Moreoyer, in the dynamical formulation, the mass 
function acts as the generator of time translations and indeed appears to be 
th{' proper Hamiltonian (see (38] and s('('t. 10 of [23]). 
ApPEXDIX I 
Variational derivatives of ahe scalar curvature. 
In computing the variational derivatives of a tensor that depends on the 
metric and its derivatives, the partial derivatives that arise are not tensor 
quantities. Here we conl;ider only the scalar curvature map, but the general 
procedure is useful in computing the stress-energy tensor of a Lagrangian den-
sity which may depend on the del'ivatives of the background metric tensor 
(see [28, 36 III]). 
For the map R(g) we have 
The three partial-derivative terms do not correspond to the three tensor terms 
in the expression 
D.R(g)·h = - h·Ric (g) + £l trh + 88h. 
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For example, the term o~R(g)' h is not a tensor j it involves variations of the 
Christoffel symbols with respect to the metric 9 alone, and not its derivatives. 
In fact, 
'l"herea8 the total variation of the Christoffel symbols is a tensor, 
To get a yariational method that yields partial derivatives tha.t are tensors, 
we consider the scalar curvature as a function of the undifferentiated metric 
coefficients that do not appear in the Christoffel symbols, and of the Christof-
fel symbols, and we write R(g, r) to represent the functional dependence. 
Since the Ricci tensor depends only on the connection r, the undifferentiated 
metric coefficients do not appear except in the definition of the Christoffel 
symbols. Hence we write Ric (r), and 
R{g, r) = g-l. Ric (r) . 
If \l"e use the chain rule for functional derivatives, the derivative of R(g, r) 
is given by 
DR{g)·h = Dcg,nR{g, F). (h, D~T(g)'h) = D,R{g, F)'h + DrR(g, F). (DgT(g)·h) = 
= a.R(g, F) ·1~ + DrR(g, r) • (D.r(g) . h) , 
where now each term is a tensor, 
e,R(g, F). h = - h . Ric (1') = - h • Ric (g) , 
and the second term is eyaluated as 
Dr(R{g, r»· (D,F(g)·h) = g-l. (Dr Ric (F). (D,r(g)'h») = 
= g-I. (D Ric (g}'h) = l:l. tr h + 88h, 
where the equality D Ric (g). h = Dr Ric (F). (D.F(g)· h) follows because Ric (g) 
depends only on the connection. 
Applying this procedure to the Hamiltonian density JF(g,;r) for general 
relatiyity, we write 
.w"(g, r,:r) = .%'"(g, =r) - R{g, r)ll(g) , 
where ~(g, :1:) are the kinetic terms of £(g, :1:) and are algebraic in (g, :r). Thus 
D,Jt"(g, :r)' h = Dc"n.w"(g, r, =r)' (h, Dr(g)' h) = 
= D,.;t"'(g, r, =r)' h + DrJF(g, r, jOt). (Dr(g). h) = 
= (',£'(g, r,:I:)' h - (Dr{R(g, F). (Dr(g)· h) )Il(g) = 
= o • .;t"'(g,r,:r)·h-(l:l.trh + 88h)ll(g), 
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2g £'(g, r,::t} = (,f(g, ::t)·11 + (Ein (g) ·lL)fJ(g) = - S,(::t, ::t). h + (Ein (g)' h)fJ(g) . 
Integrating by parts, we then find 
D,Jf"(g, ::t}*.'y = N 2,£(g, r,::t) - (g tlN + Hess N)fJ(g) • 
In the abo,e expl'el;sions, each of the partial derivati,es is a tensor. 
ApPE~DIX II 
Poisson brackets and the Dirac canonical commutation relatioll8. 
This appE.'ndix gives a few complements to the results of sect. 2. 
Let F: T*vll- R be a real-valued function of T*JI that comes f!'Om a 
den~i ty F: T* .,// - C': , 
F(g~ :r) = J§(g,:r) . 
• V 
Theil tllP Ha.miltoll;all rector fit'ltl of F 
is d(>fhwd by 
d1-'(g, ::t). (h, w) = [}(.l'Ag, :r), (It, (I))) , 
where Q is the symplectic: structUl'e on T* .,It. 
ILl. Proposition. - Tile Hamiltonian t'ector field X F is gil"eu btl 
X,,(g,:r) = Jo(DF(g, ::t})*.} . 
Proof. Recall that 
Q(XF(g, :r), (II, w») = - J<XF(g, :r), J-l(h, w», 
and !\o 
dP(g, :r)' (11, w) = f D~(g, ::t). (h, w) = J <DF(g, :r)* '1, (11, ro» = 
= -J<JoD.F(9~ :r}*'}, J-'(1I, ro» = Q(JoD.F(g, :r)*'1, (11, (oJ»). 
Hel'e we used the identity J* = -J. 
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In llarticulnr, if F = fN.rt' + X '.1, then 
.TAg,:t) = JoD(S.rt' + X '.1)*'1 = JoD<P(g, :t)* .(~), 
again sllOwing that the Einstein evolution equations are Hamilton's equations 
on the symple('ti(' manifold T* j{ with Hamiltonian density N.TI' + X' f. 
~o\\' suppose FH F 2 :T*.,I( -- Rare real·valued functions on T*.A that 
aril'(l from densities fFl and fF't, respectiTely. Then their Poisson bracket, 
is defined by 
wllel'€' .IF is tIle Hamiltonian ,-ector field for F. 
II.:!. Proposition. - Tllf~ Poisson bracket {FlI F 2} defined above is git1en by 
{FlI F 2}(y,:t) = f (D • .F1(g, :-t)*'1, D:r§~(g, :-t)'" '1)-
- J(D:r§l(g, :t)""], D!1fF,(g, :t)·I). 
ProQf· 
{F" F~}(g,:t) = Q(XF,(g, :t), ."r,,(g,:tl} = 
= - f (XF,(U, :t), .]-IO.lF.(g, :t» = 
= - r~JoDfFl(g, :t)'I, J-'oJoD.F,(g, :t}* .]) = 
= - J (D.F1(g, :t)""], J*oDfF2(g, :-r)*']> = 
= f (D§l(g, :t)*.], J oD.F,(g, :-r)*'1) = 
r ( ( D:r .F2(g, :t)*.])) =. (n,,~,(g,:t)*·],D:r.F(g,;t}*·l), .,_ *. = 
- D • .9' ~(g,;t) 1 
= j (DgfFdg, :t)'" '1, D:r§2(g, :t)" '1)-J (D:roF1(g, :t)*'1, D.fF2(g, n)* '1) . 
Remark. According to the ('orrespondences in 8('('t. 2, this may be written 
in php;i('f; notation as 
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Now ("onl'ider the cnsl' when F t = J K.1F + X .;. Then, from the a boye 
proof, 
{F, X.JY + X .;}(g,:r) = f (D.F(g, :r)*·I, Jo(DK.Jt' + X·f)*·I) = 
(
c
g
) 
= f (D.F(9, :r)*·I, J oD~(g, :r) • . (i) ) = f D.F(g, :r). ~~ = 
CA 
What this means is the following. Given (g,:r) and (N, X), let (N().), X(l» 
be an arbitrary lapse and shift such that N(O) = N, X(O) = X. Let (g().), :r().» 
be the solution of the Einstein evolution equations with lapse and shift 
(X(i.), X(i.») nnd initial data (g, :r). Let P().) = F(g(J.), :r(J.»). Then 
dF dP 
d--:"" (g, :r) = d--:"" (}.) • I. A 
Thus, as. we expected, a Poisson bracket with the Hamiltonian fN.Jt' + X·f 
generatl'l; i.·derivatives of F(g().), :r(l»), where (g(l), :r(J.» is tlie flow with 
initial data (g,:t) and lapse and shift (N(A), X{).») such that N(O) = N, 
X(O) = x. 
Now we l"onsider the case when FI = fN)JIF + Xl;, F.= fN,.1F + X 2;, 
Till' next theorem computl's Dirac's [2] canonieal commutation relationships 
fO!" geu(,HlI reJatiYity. (See also [13, 35].) 
II.3. Tl,eQrem. - Git·etl Xl! Nt:.M - R, Xl' .12 : M - TM, and 
then 
FI = f (N).Jt' + XI·/):T*J/ - R, 
F z = I (N2.Jt' + X:·/):Tfl.JI_ R, 
and, ill. particular, 
{f N.Jt', f x.;} = f(Lz lt).1F , 
{Jxl ·;, IX:.;} = I(Lz,X1!f>. 
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Proof. By the remarks preceding tbe theorem, 
where the )'-derivatives of .T{ and.! are computed with respe<.'t to 11 flow lrt>ll-
erated by (g,:t) and (Xu Xt). Thus, using theorem 3.], we haye 
= I N,(-Lx,Jf'- ~: diy ((Kt ):.!)) + Ix,. (-Lx,)' - (dX1)Jt'") = 
= I(L.r,K,).;f' + d(;:) (NZ)2+ I <Lx.X17 .!)-(Lx.N!)K= 
= f(L.\.,l\-,-Lor • .N:).Jf' +.r <N2 grad X,-NdP·ndN:,.!) + f <Lx,Xlt .!" , 
By bilinearity and antisymmetry of the Poisson bra <.'ket, 
{Jx,.Jf' + X,,.!, JNz.Jf' + x: . .t} = 
= {jx,Jf", JXtJfP}+ {IN,.Jf', fXt,.t}-{.fNtJf',X,.,I} + {fx, . .!, Jx!".!}. 
Compal"ing with the abo'ye, we identify 
{fN,Jf', IN,.Jf'} = f<,N,gradN,-N,gradNz, f), 
{jN.Jf', fx 'J} = J(LxN)Jt' , 
{fX",I,JXz'.I}=J<Lx.X".!), 0 
These later relations, Dirac's canoni<.'al commutation relations for geneJ"UI 
relativity, are thus equivalent to the evolution equations for .Jf' and.! witb 
a genercl.l lapse and shift function, 
Let ioeE"'(Jf: 1"., "'g). Then using the normal "'Z~, to the embt>ddt>d 
hypersurface Eo = io(..]!), tbe lapse-shift decomposition gives a de<.'oUlI,osition 
of the tangent spa('e 
'''X.!:. 1-+ (X, X), the lapse and shift of '·'X.!:. = N'~IZ.!:.- Ti,'X, 
Define a braC'ket IltruC'ture on C"'(M: R) X q"(J!) as follows: 
[(~'" X,I, (X" X,Il = (Lx.N, - Lx, N" N, grad ~'. - N, grad N, + Lx,X,1 . I 
I 
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With this bra('ket, C""(M; R) X .:i"(M) is given the structure of an algebra, 
but it is not a Lie algebra. Through the gradient terms, this bracket de· 
pends on the metric 9 induced on the hypersurface, but it does not depend 
on the momentum:T. Thus at different io's the algebra structure changeR. 
KrCHAR [36] takes the point of view that this bracket structure on the 
spU('e of embeddinJ[s can be understood in its own right, and that the canoni('al 
commutation relationships of general relativity are a representation (in fa(·t, 
the unique representation when no external fields are present) of the (I group 0 
of embeddill~s E""(J!; l"., I4Ig). 
KrCHAR bas re('ently suggested enlarging the dynamical phase space to 
T* (..It x E""(M; Y., Wgn. This has the pleasant feature that now we have 
a group 9(1"4) which acts on this space (d. l~5], sect. 4, 7). 
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